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ABSTRACT
Generalizations of the Landau-Zener Theory in the Physics of Nanoscale Systems.
(May 2004)
Nikolai Sinitsyn, B.S., Belarus State University
Chair of Advisory Committee: Dr. Valery L. Pokrovsky
Nanoscale systems have sizes intermediate between atomic and macroscopic
ones. Therefore their treatment often requires a combination of methods from atomic
and condensed matter physics. The conventional Landau-Zener theory, being a pow-
erful tool in atomic physics, often fails to predict correctly nonadiabatic transition
probabilities in various nanostructures because it does not include many-body effects
typical for mesoscopics. In this research project the generalizations of the Landau-
Zener theory that solve this problem were studied. The multistate, multiparticle and
nonunitary extensions of the theory have been proposed and investigated. New classes
of exactly solvable models have been derived. I discuss their applications in problems
of the molecular condensate dissociation and of the driven charge transport. In ap-
plication to the physics of nanomagnets new approaches in modeling the influence of
the environment on the Landau-Zener evolution are proposed and simple universal
formulas are derived for the extensions of the theory that include the coupling to
noise and the nuclear spin bath.
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1CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The Landau-Zener formula [1, 2] for transition probabilities at avoided crossing of two
quantum levels is one of a few most fundamental results of non-stationary quantum
mechanics. Its rather general character and simplicity makes it extremely suitable
for versatile applications.
Traditionally it was employed in quantum chemistry [3] and in collision theory
[4, 5]. A recent treatment of the experiments on the quantum molecular hysteresis
in nanomagnets by Wernsdorfer and Sessoli [6, 7, 8] was a real triumph of the LZ
theory. Landau-Zener formula and its generalizations have been recently employed
also in various problems related to the charge transport in nanostructures [9, 10, 11,
12, 13, 14], Bose-Einstein condensates [15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23] and quantum
computing [24, 25].
Emerging applications in mesoscopic and nanoscale systems stimulated recent
theoretical progress in the Landau-Zener (LZ) theory. Mesoscopic systems have sizes
intermediate between atomic and macroscopic ones. Therefore their treatment often
requires a combination of methods from atomic and condensed matter physics. The
conventional Landau-Zener theory, being a powerful tool in atomic physics, often
fails to predict correctly nonadiabatic transition probabilities in various nanostruc-
tures because it does not include many-body effects typical for mesoscopics. In order
to include various many-body interactions, the new branches of the theory such as
nonlinear, nonunitary, multistate and multiparticle Landau-Zener models have been
introduced [19, 20, 15, 21, 26, 27, 28].
The journal model is Physical Review Letters.
2Generally it is very difficult to obtain analytic results for Schro¨dinger equations
with time-dependent Hamiltonians. The most general form of the time-dependent
Shro¨dinger equations for two states is
ib˙1 = E1(t)b1 +∆(t)b2
ib˙2 = E2(t)b2 +∆(t)b1 (1.1)
Functions E1(t) and E2(t) are called diabatic energies. There is no known general
solution of the system (1.1); however, according to the adiabatic theorem, transitions
between two states are strongly suppressed for a sufficiently large energy difference
between states. The adiabaticity is violated when a pair of levels move toward each
other strongly enhancing the transitions between the two states near the crossing
point of energy curves. Landau and Zener determined the transition probabilities in
the special case of the two-level crossing, which can be employed as an approximation
in more general situations.
Near a crossing point the dependence of energy levels on time is approximately
linear Eα(t) = E˙αt; α = 1, 2, whereas the non-diagonal matrix elements of the Hamil-
tonian can be taken constants. In terms of new amplitudes a1,2 = e
−i(E˙1+E˙2)t2/4b1,2,
after a time rescaling, equations (1.1) can be simplified as follows:
ia˙1 = ta1 + γa2
ia˙2 = −ta2 + γa1 (1.2)
where γ =
√
2∆/Ω˙, Ω˙ = E˙1 − E˙2. This type of two level crossing was studied and
solved already in 1932 by Landau [1], Zener [2], Stu¨ckelberg [29] and Majorana [30].
3Fig. 1. Diabatic energies in the two-state Landau-Zener model. γ is the strength of
the coupling between levels and β shows how fast levels cross each other.
It is convenient to visualize parameters of the corresponding Hamiltonian in a time-
energy picture like Fig.1. Eliminating a2 from these equations, we find the parabolic
cylinder equation for a1(t). Its solution which has asymptotics a1 ' exp(− it22 −
iγ2 ln |t|) and a2 = 0 at t → −∞ is the Weber function D−iγ2(
√
2eipi/4t) whose
asymptotics at t → ∞ are well known [31]. The scattering matrix for the two level
system is conveniently written in terms of modified amplitudes c1 = a1 exp(if); c2 =
a2 exp(−if) where f = t22 + γ2 ln |t|. It reads:
U∞ =

exp(−piγ2
2
) −
√
pi exp(−piγ2
4
+ ipi
4
)
γΓ(− iγ2
2
)
√
pi exp(piγ
2
4
− ipi
4
)
γΓ( iγ
2
2
)
exp(−piγ2
2
)
 (1.3)
Having the expression for the amplitudes it is straightforward to find the transi-
tion probability from one state into another
PLZ = 1− exp (−pi|γ|2) (1.4)
Extensions of the LZ theory to the case of multilevel crossing are less general.
4Nevertheless, some of them were realistic enough to justify remarkable efforts on the
side of theorists for their analysis. The pioneering work by Demkov and Osherov [32]
treated exactly the crossing of a single level with a band of parallel levels. In the
work [33] Hioe and Carrol solved a problem of transitions in a Zeeman multiplet of
an arbitrary spin S in a magnetic field with a constant perpendicular component and
a time-dependent parallel component passing through zero value. Level correlations
and localization in energy space were studied in [34]. Numerous generalizations of
these results were found [28, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43].
Despite a strong progress during the last decade the multistate Landau-Zener
problem remains not well understood. One of the striking facts about it is the exis-
tence of very general empirical formulas for some elements of the transition probability
matrix. Such formulas still remain unproved although they have been confirmed by
multiple numerical tests. Many other recent results support the idea that strong
progress in an exact treatment of those models is possible.
To apply the LZ formula and its multi-state extensions to real systems it is often
necessary to take into account the interaction with environment. Such attempts were
made in a series of works [44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57],
however the problem was not solved completely. Kayanuma et al. [44, 45, 46] have
obtained an elegant analytic result for the diagonal white noise. The non-diagonal
colored noise was considered by Kayanuma [47] for the two-level crossing without a
constant coupling term. He has found the transition probability in the limit of an
infinitely short noise correlation time and for very special type of noise correlator. We
performed a systematic study of the influence of noise, including colored noise, onto
the LZ transitions and generalized it to multistate LZ problems. One of the main
results is the derivation of the most general formula for the transition probability in
a system coupled to fast stationary noise with arbitrary form of the noise correlator
5and taking into account the regular transverse field.
Interaction with environment cannot be always reduced to interaction with a
noisy field. This is the case of many molecular nanomagnets whose electronic spin is
coupled to the nuclear spin bath. Due to strong interaction with the electronic spin of
a nanomagnet, dynamics of the nuclear spins are strongly influenced by the dynamics
of the central system and hence the fluctuations of the effective hyperfine field cannot
be considered as a stationary noise. Such a problem requires a completely different
approach [58, 59, 60]. The most reliable description of such LZ transitions can be
done in the framework of the model of incoherent Landau-Zener transitions in the
greed of intersecting levels that represent different states of the spin bath [4, 61]. Our
numerical simulations demonstrated complete success of this approach [62].
Sometimes dynamics of many-body systems can be described by Landau-Zener-
like equations whose physical interpretation can be different from nonadiabatic inter-
section of quantum energy levels. We study such an example in a Bose condensate
which requires generalization of the LZ problem to nonunitary evolution [21, 22, 63].
The plan of this thesis is the following. Chapter II. is devoted to multistate
and multiparticle extensions of the Landau-Zener theory. In sections A. and B. of
this chapter the contour integral approach to solving the Demokov-Osherov and bow-
tie models is reviewed. Section C. reviews semi-empirical formulas, valid for any
multistate Landau-Zener model. Sections D. and E. demonstrate another approach
to exact treatment of the problem by employing symmetry arguments. In section F.
the Landau-Zener theory is applied to the problem of Bose condensate dissociation
and the corresponding extension of the theory to the nonunitary evolution is studied.
Section G. describes a solvable model with formally an infinite number of states.
Chapter III. is devoted to the problem of the Landau-Zener transitions in the presence
of an additional noisy field which simulates coupling to a fluctuating environment.
6First in section A. I introduce the Bloch tensor technique to treat the evolution of
density matrix of an arbitrary spin. Then in sections B. and C. I solve a simplified
problem of transitions mediated by a noisy field only (at zero regular transverse field).
Sections D. and E. are devoted to the problem of including the regular transverse field
into the final result. Sections F. and G. describe limiting cases which require a special
treatment. In chapter IV. the application of the Landau-Zener theory to the physics
of nanomagnets is reviewed. The role of two distinct mechanisms of spin bath effects
are studied analytically in sections A. and B. of this chapter, and section C. shows
the result of the direct quantum mechanical simulations which confirmed the main
analytical predictions.
7CHAPTER II
MULTISTATE LANDAU-ZENER PROBLEM
The simplest and straightforward generalization of the Landau-Zener problem is the
problem of finding of the transition amplitudes for a multistate system with the
Hamiltonian, whose matrix form reads
H = Bt+ A, (2.1)
where A and B are Hermitian matrices with time independent elements. In the form
where matrix B is diagonalized this problem is referred as the multistate Landau-
Zener problem. In its general form this problem is still unsolved, but a number of
exact results for special choices of the matrices B and A were found [28, 35, 36, 37,
38, 39, 33, 15, 40, 41, 32, 42, 43].
In almost all available exact solutions the transition probabilities are expressed
in terms of the genuine two-level LZ formula successively applied at each diabatic
level intersection. In other physical problems such a procedure is often applied as an
approximation [4, 64, 65]. These problems include atomic and molecular collisions [66]
and the transitions at crossing of two Rydberg multiplets of energy levels [67, 68, 69].
It is always possible to find a time independent basis in which the matrix B is
diagonal. Denoting the elements of A as Akk = ²k and Akl = vkl (for k 6= l) the
Schro¨dinger equation can be always written in the following form
i
d
dt

a1(t)
...
...
an(t)

=

²1 + β1t v12 · · · v1n
v21
. . . . . .
...
...
. . . . . . vn−1,n
vn1 · · · vn,n−1 ²n + βnt


a1(t)
...
...
an(t)

(2.2)
8with real constants ²k, βk and complex constants vlk = v
∗
kl and vkl = 0 whenever
βk = βl. This is a system of first-order complex linear differential equations. It
conserves probability i.e.
∑
k |ak(t)|2 = 1.
In physical terms one can interpret the equation (2.2) as describing a quantum
mechanical system with some number n of states or levels whose unperturbed (dia-
batic) energies Ek(t) = ²k+βkt are linear functions of time, and which are coupled by
the constant off-diagonal matrix elements vkl; ak(t) is the amplitude for the system
to be in a state k. Except for the trivial case where all eigenvalues of the matrix B
are equal, there will be pairs (k, l) of levels, whose diabatic energies Ek(t) and El(t)
cross at some point in time.
If all the couplings vkl are equal to zero, the time evolution of the system is
trivial. The different degrees of freedom are decoupled and the general solution is
ak(t) = cke
−i(²kt+βkt2/2), with constant initial values ck. If on the other hand there are
non-zero couplings, transitions between different states become possible. However, for
large times t the terms βkt on the diagonal in (2.2) will cause more and more rapid
relative oscillations between the different amplitudes, and thus suppress the mixing
due to the coupling terms, so that amplitudes ak(t) approach limits for t→ ±∞, or,
in other words, for all k and l the limit
|Skl| = lim
t′→+∞,t→−∞
|Ulk(t′, t)| (2.3)
exists (where Ulk(t
′, t) is the time evolution operator for our equation). In physical
terms this means that there are well defined transition probabilities |Skl|2 for the
system to transfer from a state l at time t → −∞ to a state k at t → +∞. Since
the transition probabilities are the quantities of physical interest, the task of the
multistate Landau-Zener problem is to calculate the S-matrix defined by (2.3).
In spite of the simplicity of the definition, analytic solutions to the equation (2.2)
9have so far been found only for some special cases. The following sections contain the
discussion of such known solutions.
A. The Demkov-Osherov model
The Demkov-Osherov model (DOM) [32] is the earliest found solvable multistate
generalization of the Landau-Zener model. Assume that all but one of the eigenvalues
of the matrix B are equal to each other. It means that a single level crosses a band
of parallel ones as it is shown in Fig.2. After simple symmetry transformations the
corresponding Schro¨dinger equation can be written in the form
i
d
dt

a0(t)
a1(t)
...
an(t)

=

βt v1 · · · vn
v∗1 ²1
. . . 0
...
...
. . .
...
v∗n 0 · · · ²n


a0(t)
a1(t)
...
an(t)

(2.4)
with β 6= 0 and ²k ordered according to ²1 < ²2 < . . . < ²n. No one of the ²k are equal
and β > 0.
Equation (2.4) can be solved via the Fourier transformation. After introducing
the ansatz ak(t) =
∫
C dωe
−iωtuk(ω) (where C is a contour in complex plane) the
equations for the functions uk(ω) read
ωu0(ω) = −iβ du0(ω)dω +
∑n
k=1 vkuk(ω)
ωuk(ω) = ²kuk(ω) + v
∗
ku0(ω), (k 6= 0)
(2.5)
The problem is reduced only to a single differential plus n algebraic equations that
10
Fig. 2. Time-dependence of diabatic energies in the Demkov-Osherov model. One level
crosses a band of other ones having the same slope.
can be trivially solved as
u0(ω) =
∏
k
(ω − ²k)−izk
uk(ω) =
v∗
k
ω−²ku0(ω), (k = 1, . . . , n)
(2.6)
where zk = |vk|2/β. Finally, the solution for amplitudes ak(t) can be found by the
inverse Fourier transformation
ak(t) =
∫
C
dωe−i(ωt−ω
2/(2β))uk(ω) (2.7)
The contour must be chosen so that the integral (2.7) converges and at times t→ −∞
satisfies the imposed initial conditions. Since only asymptotics are of interest, after
finding such a contour, one can suppose that t is a large positive parameter and treat
this integral in the stationary phase approximation. Details of those calculations can
be found in [35].
Finally, the absolute values of the S-matrix components are [32]:
11
|S00| = e−pi(z1+...+zn)
|S0l| = (1− e−2pizl)1/2e−pi(zl+1+...+zn)
|Sk0| = e−pi(z1+...+zk−1)(1− e−2pizk)1/2, (k = 1, . . . , n)
|Skl| = 0, (1 ≤ k < l)
|Sll| = e−pizl
|Skl| = (1− e−2pizl)1/2e−pi(zl+1+...+zk−1)(1− e−2pizk)1/2, (k > l)
(2.8)
where the index l = 1 . . . n and zk = |γk|2/β.
Transition probabilities in DOM do not depend on the ²k for a given ordering.
It is quite easy to see that they coincide with predictions of the independent crossing
approximation, in which the two-state Landau-Zener formula is applied at a crossing
of any pair of diabatic levels in time-ordered sequence.
B. The bow-tie and the generalized bow-tie models
In the bow-tie model all levels are crossing in the same point, and there is one special
state, say a0 coupled to all others, but with those not being coupled to each other.
The evolution equation for amplitudes can be written in the following form
i
d
dt

a0(t)
a1(t)
...
an(t)

=

0 v1 · · · vn
v1 β1t . . . 0
...
...
. . .
...
vn 0 · · · βnt


a0(t)
a1(t)
...
an(t)

(2.9)
As was found in [40], the solution of the bow-tie model can be derived from the
solution of the slightly richer model which is called the generalized bow-tie model
(GBTM). In the GBTM the number N of states is arbitrary but larger than 2. Two
of the diabatic energy levels, labelled by 0− and 0+, are horizontal and all others are
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Fig. 3. Time-dependence of diabatic energies in the generalized bow-tie model. All
but two levels cross in one point. States 1 to n are not directly coupled to each
other, but all of them are coupled to parallel levels 0− and 0+.
slanted as it is shown in Fig.3. All (N −2) slanted curves cross at the same instant in
time which can be chosen as zero. The energies at which the multiple crossing occurs
is naturally chosen as the origin of the energy scale. The energies of the horizontal
curves are symmetrical with respect to the origin being shifted by ±²/2. Hence the
evolution equation has the form
i
d
dt

a0+(t)
a0−(t)
a1(t)
...
an(t)

=

1
2
² 0 v1 · · · vn
0 −1
2
² v1 · · · vn
v1 v1 β1t
. . . 0
...
...
...
. . .
...
vn vn 0 · · · βnt


a0+(t)
a0−(t)
a1(t)
...
an(t)

(2.10)
Solution of (2.10) can be carried out like the solution of DOM using the contour
integral method. Straightforward application of the Fourier transformation leads to a
second order differential equation which is not so simple to investigate. Instead, first
one can make a change of variables so that after Fourier transformation the resulting
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differential equation is of the first order. Lets introduce
b1(t) =
1√
2
(a0+(t) + a0−(t)), b2(t) =
1√
2
(a0+(t)− a0−(t)) (2.11)
In the limit ² = 0 the state b2(t) decouples from all others and resulting evolution
equations coincide with normal bow-tie model (2.9), so that we can consider only
the GBTM and if necessarily set ² = 0 in order to find the normal bow-tie solution.
Next we introduce the new variable τ = t2/2 and one more function b′(t) such that
b1(t) = tb
′(t). Then the evolution equations take the form
ib′ + 2iτ db
′
dτ
= 1
2
²b2 +
√
2
∑
k vkak
idb2
dτ
= 1
2
²b′
idak
dτ
= βkak +
√
2b′, (k 6= 0)
(2.12)
The letter set of equations contains multiplication over the independent variable
τ only in a single equation. This means that the Fourier transformation reduces the
problem to a single first order linear differential equation which is always solvable.
However the proper choice of integration contour is rather complicated and further
calculations are very tedious, although straightforward; therefore they are skipped
in this text and only final results are shown. More details can be found in the
original work [40]. Unlike the DOM the solution of the GBTM is not reducible to just
application of transition probability formula for two states at every level intersection.
However the independent crossing approximation that trivially takes into account
the phase interference does reproduce all transition amplitudes in GBTM. The rules
that can be used in evaluation of the transition amplitudes could be summarized as
follows.
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(i) Only forward propagation in time is considered.
(ii) The phase factors that are gained in the course of time propagation between
crossings of adiabatic energy curves adjacent on the time axis should be set to zero.
(iii) The crossing of two diabatic potential curves induces rearrangement within
the related two-dimensional subspace of Hilbert space. It is described by the trans-
formation matrix 
√
pj i
√
1− pj
i
√
1− pj √pj
 (2.13)
where pj is the Landau-Zener probability of diabatic passage of the related crossing,
i.e. the one provided by naive application of the Landau-Zener formula for a corre-
sponding level crossing of two states disregarding all others. The expression (2.13)
shows that the dynamic phase 1
2
pi is gained in the transition from one diabatic state
to another.
C. The Brundobler-Elser hypothesis and the absence of counterintuitive transitions
Although a few important classes of exactly solvable multistate models have been
known for long time [32, 33] the interest toward the multistate Landau-Zener problem
has grown up after the work of Brundobler and Elser [35] who noticed that for any
model of the form (2.1) there are elements of the transition probability matrix that
can be found by a simple application of the two state Landau-Zener formula at every
intersection of diabatic energies. Particularly, they presented an empirical formula
for the diagonal element of the scattering matrix for the state whose diabatic energy
level has the highest slope i.e. if k is the index of the state with βk = max(β1 . . . βN)
or βk = min(β1 . . . βN) then
|Skk(+∞,−∞)| = exp
−pi ∑
i (i6=k)
|Aki|2
|βk − βi|
 (2.14)
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where Aij are nondiagonal elements of the Hamiltonian (2.1). The formula (2.14) is
confirmed by all known exactly solvable models with finite number of states [32, 33,
37, 38, 42, 28] and by multiple numerical checks. The authors of [35] speculated that
this finding probably indicates that the whole problem (2.1) can be solved exactly or
at least can be understood in terms of the two-level crossings. The work [70] demon-
strated that (2.14) follows from a simple analytical continuation of the asymptotic
solution into the complex time, although such a procedure fails to predict correctly
other diagonal elements of the scattering matrix.
In the spirit of the Brundobler-Elser hypothesis Sinitsyn [43] conjectured that
the independent crossing approximation can be exact for another set of scattering
matrix elements in any multistate model of the type (2.1) that contains a band or
bands of parallel levels (example of such a model is the Demkov-Osherov model, that
includes a band of parallel levels).
Assume that instead of one state with the highest slope of diabatic energy level
there is a band of an arbitrary number of states having the same highest slope so
that diabatic energies in this band are different only by constant parameters ²m. If
we assume a ”semiclassical” approximation where transition between any two states
happen only at the corresponding crossing point of their diabatic energies then there
are elements of the transition probability matrix that would be zero in this approx-
imation. Such transitions are called counterintuitive. Thus in the model shown in
Fig.4 transitions from the state 1 to states 2 and 3 and from the state 2 to the state
3 are counterintuitive.
Generally for the model (2.1), if βm = βn = max(β1 . . . βN) then the transition
from the state m to the state n of the same band would be counterintuitive if ²m < ²n.
Correspondingly, if βm = βn = min(β1 . . . βN) then the transition is counterintuitive
if ²m > ²n. It is argued in [43], that in the multistate Landau-Zener model with linear
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Fig. 4. Diabatic energies of a 5-state Landau-Zener model. The choice of parameters
is as follows, β1 = β2 = β3 = 1, β4 = 0, β5 = −0.8, ²1 = 0, ²2 = 0.3, ²3 = 0.5,
²4 = 0, ²5 = 0.4.
time-dependence of diabatic energies, such counterintuitive transitions have exactly
zero probability, i.e. without assuming any semiclassical approximation for any model
of the type (2.1), if the transition from the state m to the state n is counterintuitive,
then
|Snm(+∞,−∞)| = 0 (2.15)
The rigorous mathematical proof of the Brundobler-Elser (2.14) conjecture and
of the ”no-go” conjecture (2.15) for counterintuitive transitions is still missing. How-
ever, these hypothesis can be understood by the approach similar to the one used by
Landau in the two state calculations [1]. Since only asymptotic magnitudes of the
amplitudes are needed, one can analytically extend the evolution (2.1) to imaginary
time and choose the evolution path so that always |t| → ∞. The distances between
instantaneous eigenenergies of the Hamiltonian then remain always large, namely of
the order of |βi − βj|t >> Aij for the states i 6= j and hence one can try to use the
adiabatic approximation
ai(t) = e
−i
∫ t
t0
²i(t)dtai(t0) (2.16)
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where the state ai has the leading asymptotic ai ∼ exp(−iβit2/2) at t→ −∞.
The approximation (2.16) is valid generally only if there are no other states whose
amplitudes become exponentially large in comparison with (2.16). Suppose that the
state a0 has the largest slope of adiabatic energy β0 at t → −∞ and is initially
occupied. In this case it is convenient to choose the time-path as shown in Fig.5 with
t = R exp(iφ) where R→∞ and φ decreases from pi to zero. One can always change
variables so that β0 = 0 and βi < 0 for states with slopes βi 6= β0 [35]. When φ
changes in the interval from 3pi/4 to pi/4, the amplitudes of states with slopes βi < 0
are decreasing exponentially and become suppressed by the factor exp(C(φ)βi|t|2/2)
where βi < 0 and C(φ) is a positive coefficient that depends only on the angle. We
choose the asymptotics so that at the angle φ = 3pi/4 the state a0 dominates over all
others, i.e. is exponentially large in comparison to them. Then the states with βi < 0
should not affect the adiabatic approximation in the interval 3pi/4 > φ > pi/4 since
they can only decrease there. One can see that the condition that at φ = 3pi/4 the
state a0 is dominating also leads to the vanishing of the amplitudes of other states
with βi < 0 in the interval pi < φ < 3pi/4 so that it is not forbidden to choose
|a0(−∞)| = 1 and |ai(−∞)| → 0, (i 6= 0).
At the last part of the contour pi/4 > φ > 0 amplitudes of states with βi < 0
grow from almost zero value but we know that at the end of the evolution they do
not become larger than unity in absolute value. It means that they still remain small
or comparable with a0 at this interval and the formula (2.16) should be valid for the
state a0 during the whole evolution. Substituting the energy up to the first order
correction in 1/|t|
²0(t) ∼ α0 +
∑
i
|Ai0|2
(β0 − βi)t (2.17)
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Fig. 5. The deformed time contour for the evolution from large negative to large pos-
itive times with t = R exp(iφ), R→∞, 0 ≤ φ ≤ pi.
into the formula for the transition probability
|S00|2 = |a0(+∞)|
2
|a0(−∞)|2 = exp
−2Im(∫
C
²0(t)dt)
 (2.18)
one can find the Brundobler-Elser result (2.14). It is clear from this analysis why
the formula (2.16) is generally not valid for other diagonal elements of the scattering
matrix. If an initially filled state does not have the highest slope of the energy level
there are states with higher slopes that grow exponentially and become large in the
interval 3pi/4 > φ > pi/4 of the contour so that the adiabatic approximation becomes
invalid in application to this state. To treat this case properly, one should investigate
the Stokes phenomenon near all crossing points of diabatic energies [71] and still it
remains unclear whether other diagonal elements of the S-matrix can be derived by
similar approach.
This analysis becomes more complicated if there is more than one state having
the same largest energy slope β0. If such states have also a larger constant part
of the diabatic energy ²m > ²0 they can grow in the first half of the contour as
exp(C ′(φ)²m|t|) i.e faster then the initially filled state a0, but being initially vanishing,
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amplitudes of such states can grow only due to transitions from the other states. At
first half of the time-contour they are coupled only to states that are suppressed by
much stronger exponents exp(C(φ)βi|t|2/2), (βi < 0); therefore, we do not expect
that they become large in comparison with a0 up to φ = pi/2. In the second part of
the path pi/2 < φ < 0 states with such an asymptotic exp(−i²mt) already decrease
exponentially and become suppressed in comparison with a0; therefore we can expect
that they do not break the approximation (2.16) for the state a0 and have vanishing
amplitudes at the end of the evolution. This is exactly in agreement with (2.15).
In addition to the above arguments, (2.15) is confirmed by all known exactly
solvable classes featuring the possibility of counterintuitive transitions, namely by
the Demkov-Osherov model [32], the generalized bow-tie model [38] and the model of
two crossing bands of parallel levels [42]. Besides, a number of numerical simulations
with arbitrary choices of parameters have been performed and all they supported the
hypothesis (2.15). For example, in Fig.6 the time-dependence of the probabilities
to find the system at states 2 and 3 in the model demonstrated schematically in
Fig.4 are shown if initially only the state 1 was occupied. One can deduce that
generally during the evolution these probabilities can be rather high (> 0.1) and
show oscillating behavior, but asymptotically at t → +∞ they vanish. Numerically
one can simulate the evolution only in a finite time interval. For the evolution from
t = −500 to t = 500 and the same parameters as in Fig.6 numerical calculations
predict |S21|2 = 5.18 × 10−7 and |S31|2 = 3.11 × 10−7. In comparison |S11|2 = 0.234,
|S41|2 = 0.295 and |S51|2 = 0.472.
Although counterintuitive transitions have vanishing probabilities, the presence
of the states 2 and 3 does affect other elements of the scattering matrix. Thus if
we set all couplings of states 2 and 3 with all other states to zero then numerically
calculated nondiagonal transition probabilities are |S41|2 = 0.672 and |S51|2 = 0.094
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Fig. 6. Time dependence of the counterintuitive transition probabilities for the model
in Fig.4. Triangles correspond to P (t) = |S21(t,−∞)|2 and boxes show
P (t) = |S31(t,−∞)|2 The choice of nondiagonal elements of the Hamiltonian
is H12 = H13 = H23 = 0, H34 = 0.8, H35 = 0.3 + 0.24i, H24 = 0.1 + 0.7i,
H25 = 0.5 + 0.1i, H14 = 0.4 + 0.12i, H15 = 0.25 + 0.2i, H45 = 0.6 + 0.9i. The
other elements are obtained by employing Hermitian properties of the matrix
H.
that is different from the above numerical result.
D. Spin S Landau-Zener transitions
Consider a system with the total spin S > 1/2 in constant magnetic field Hx along x-
direction and varying with time, much larger in average field Hz(t) along z-direction.
Its time evolution is regulated by the Hamiltonian:
HˆS = −hxSˆx − hz(t)Sˆz (2.19)
where hα = gµBHα; α = x, z and Sˆz, Sˆx are the spin operators. Such a spin evolution
is realized when a Rydberg atom moves through a static magnetic or electric fields
[72, 73, 74]. In the vicinity of its node hz(t) can be approximated by a linear function
hz(t) = h˙zt where h˙z is the time derivative of hz(t) taken at the node. After a proper
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rescaling of time and energy the Hamiltonian (2.19) takes a following form:
Hˆ = 2γSˆx + tSˆz (2.20)
It depends on one dimensionless parameter γ = hx√
h˙z
(the LZ parameter). This
Hamilton operator belongs to the SU(2) algebra. The evolution of an arbitrary spin
S in a varying magnetic field can be derived from the solution of Schro¨dinger equation
for spin 1/2 in the same field [75]. The corresponding evolution operator is an operator
of rotation belonging to the group SU(2) and acting in its irreducible representation.
Since the composition law does not depend on a specific representation, the resulting
evolution operator represents the same rotation for any spin. Thus, the problem is
reduced to the expression of the rotation operator for spin S if it is known for a spin
1/2.
The multi-spinor technique is most appropriate for this purpose (see, for example
[75], ch. VIII). In general the spin S state can be represented as a direct symmetric
product of 2S spin 1/2 states:
|S,m〉 =
√√√√(S +m)!(S −m)!
(2S)!
(|++ ...+−− ...−〉+ |++ ...−+− ...−〉+ ...)
(2.21)
where each ket contains S +m spins up and S −m spins down and all permutations
are performed. Let the SU(2) matrix rotating spin 1/2 states is:
u =
 a b
−b∗ a∗
 (2.22)
with |a|2 + |b|2 = 1. Equivalently an individual spinor is transformed according to:
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|+〉 → a |+〉+ b |−〉 ;
|−〉 → −b∗ |+〉+ a∗ |−〉 (2.23)
The transformation for the state (2.21) can be obtained as the direct product of
transformations (2.23):
|S,m〉 →
√√√√(S +m)!(S −m)!
(2S)!
[
aS+m(−b∗)S−m |S, S〉+ (2.24)
√
2S
(
(2S − 1)!
(S −m− 1)!(S +m)!a
S+m(−b∗)S−m−1a∗+
(2S − 1)!
(S +m− 1)!(S −m)!a
S+m−1(−b∗)S−mb
)
|S, S − 1〉 ...
]
A general matrix element for the spin S irreducible representation of the rotation
operator 〈m | US | m′〉 is expressed in terms of a, b, a∗, b∗ in the following way:
〈m | US | m′〉 =
[
(S +m′)!(S −m′)!
(S +m)!(S −m)!
]1/2
am
′+mbm
′−mPm
′−m,m′+m
S−m′ (2|a|2 − 1) (2.25)
where P a,bn (x) are the Jacobi polynomials [31]. The matrix elements possess fol-
lowing symmetry properties: 〈−m | US | −m′〉 = (−1)|m|+|m′|〈m | US | m′〉∗,
|〈m | US | m′〉| = |〈m′ | US | m〉| = |〈−m′ | US | −m〉|.
Equation (2.25) displays oscillations of matrix elements associated with oscil-
latory behavior of the Jacobi polynomials. The number of nodes N(m,m′) of the
matrix elements 〈m | US | m′〉 can be determined geometrically as the number of the
square shell to which it belongs in the square matrix. We accept the number of the
external square with max(|m|, |m′|) = S for zero and number is increasing when the
square shell size is decreasing. Analytically N(m,m′) = S −max(|m|, |m′|). Due to
symmetry several matrix elements (2, 4 or 8) become zero at the same value of |a|
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or γ. Central matrix elements have maximal number of nodes (S for integer spins,
S − 1/2 for half-integer spins).
The scattering matrix for our problem can be found from the general expression
(2.25) by substitution:
a = exp(−piγ2), b = −
√
2pi exp (piγ
2
2
+ ipi
4
)
γΓ(−iγ2) (2.26)
which follows from comparison of equations (1.3), (2.22). To make our results more
visible, we present the scattering matrices for spins S = 1 and S = 3/2.
S = 1
U1 =

a2 −√2ab∗ b∗2
√
2ab |a|2 − |b|2 −√2a∗b∗
b2
√
2a∗b a∗2
 (2.27)
S = 3/2
U3/2 =

a3 −√3a2b∗ √3ab∗2 −b∗3
√
3a2b (|a|2 − 2|b|2)a (|b|2 − 2|a|2)b∗ √3a∗b∗2
√
3ab2 (2|a|2 − |b|2)b (|a|2 − 2|b|2)a∗ −√3a∗2b∗
b3
√
3a∗b2
√
3a∗2b a∗3

(2.28)
Additionally the matrix of probabilities for S = 1:
W =

e−4piγ
2
2(e−2piγ
2 − e−4piγ2)
(
1− e−2piγ2
)2
2(e−2piγ
2 − e−4piγ2)
(
1− 2e−2piγ2
)2
2(e−2piγ
2 − e−4piγ2)(
1− e−2piγ2
)2
2(e−2piγ
2 − e−4piγ2) e−4piγ2
 (2.29)
As a consequence of Jacobi polynomials oscillations, the matrix elements of inner
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squares have nodes at some special values of γ. Thus, the element (U1)00 is zero at
|a|2 = 1/2 or at γ =
√
1
2pi
ln 2 ≈ 0.332. Elements of the matrix (U3/2)1/2,1/2 =
(U3/2)
∗
−1/2,−1/2 become zero at |a|2 = 2/3, i.e. at γ =
√
1
2pi
ln 3
2
≈ 0.254. Other two
matrix elements (U3/2)1/2,−1/2 = (U3/2)∗−1/2,1/2 become zero at |a|2 = 1/3, i.e. at
γ =
√
1
2pi
ln 3 ≈ 0.418. In the matrix U2 4 independent matrix elements have nodes:
(U2)11 at |a|2 = 3/4; (U2)00 = 0 at |a|2 = 12
(
1± 1√
3
)
; (U2)10 = 0 at |a|2 = 1/2;
(U2)1,−1 = 0 at |a|2 = 1/4.
E. The multiparticle Landau-Zener model
Ideas in the background of the arbitrary spin solution can be generalized so that any
solvable model generates a class of different solvable multistate Hamiltonians [28].
The main trick is to suppose that the evolution equations for some solvable multistate
model are not Schro¨dinger but rather Heisenberg equations i.e. they are written not
for amplitudes but rather for some operators. Since equations are still linear in
operators this problem is solvable too. However to make a physical meaning of this
evolution one should find the Hamiltonian that generates such operator equations in
Heisenberg representation. This Hamiltonian should belong to the same algebra as
operators that participate in the evolution equations. Still there is an arbitrariness
in choosing the Hilbert space. If such a Hamiltonian is found and if it keeps invariant
some finite-dimensional space of quantum states, in that subspace it can have a
matrix form which belongs to the class of multistate Landau-Zener models. Since the
evolution equations for operators are solvable the corresponding evolution equations
for amplitudes of such a generated multistate Landau-Zener model are solvable too.
Besides the interest in new solutions, the idea to consider the Landau-Zener
evolution for operators rather than for amplitudes can be fruitful also in problems
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with level crossings when more than one particle participate in the evolution. In
this subsection the generalizations of the Landau-Zener models to Heisenberg evo-
lution of Bose and Fermi operators are applied to generate new solvable multistate
Landau-Zener models and applications of such equations in quantum dots and in Bose
condensates are demonstrated.
1. The bosonic Landau-Zener model
Consider a Hamiltonian that describes the interaction of four bosonic fields aˆ, bˆ, cˆ, dˆ:
Hˆ = (β1t+ E1)aˆ
†aˆ+ (β3t+ E3)dˆ†dˆ+ (β2t+ E2)cˆ†cˆ+ (β4t+ E4)bˆ†bˆ+
g(aˆ†bˆ+ bˆ†aˆ) + γ(cˆ†dˆ+ dˆ†cˆ)
(2.30)
This Hamiltonian depends explicitly on time and conserves the total number of par-
ticles in the system. Therefore it can be considered independently in subspaces with
fixed total number of particles. Let |0〉 be the vacuum state. The Hamiltonian (2.30)
describes the evolution of two disjointed systems. However, being projected onto the
2-particle sector, its matrix form looks less trivial. The complete two-particle sector
is the 10-dimensional Hilbert space spanned onto direct products of any two single-
particle states. The four-dimensional subspace R4 of the 2-particle sector spanned
onto vectors:
|1〉 = aˆ†cˆ†|0〉
|2〉 = aˆ†dˆ†|0〉
|3〉 = dˆ†bˆ†|0〉
|4〉 = cˆ†bˆ†|0〉
(2.31)
is invariant with respect to the action of the Hamiltonian (2.30). Hence, if the initial
state belongs to this subspace, the state vector at any time remains in R4:
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|ψ(t)〉 = c1(t)|1〉+ c2(t)|2〉+ c3(t)|3〉+ c4(t)|4〉 (2.32)
In the basis (2.31) the Hamiltonian (2.30) has the following 4x4 matrix form:
H =

(β1 + β2)t+ (E1 + E2) γ 0 g
γ (β1 + β3)t+ (E1 + E3) g 0
0 g (β3 + β4)t+ (E3 + E4) γ
g 0 γ (β2 + β4)t+ (E4 + E2)

(2.33)
The problem described by the Hamiltonian (2.33) belongs to the multistate
Landau-Zener class (2.1).
In the Heisenberg representation the evolution equations decouple into two pairs
of equations for bosonic operators:
i ˙ˆa = (β1t+ E1)aˆ+ gbˆ
i
˙ˆ
b = (β4t+ E4)bˆ+ gaˆ
(2.34)
and
i ˙ˆc = (β2t+ E2)cˆ+ γdˆ
i
˙ˆ
d = (β3t+ E3)dˆ+ γcˆ
(2.35)
Let aˆ0, bˆ0, cˆ0, dˆ0 denote the operators aˆ, bˆ, cˆ, dˆ at the initial moment of evolution. Then
the solutions of equations (2.34) and (2.35) are:
aˆ(t) = S11(t)aˆ0 + S12(t)bˆ0
bˆ(t) = S21(t)aˆ0 + S22(t)bˆ0
(2.36)
cˆ(t) = S ′11(t)cˆ0 + S
′
12(t)dˆ0
dˆ(t) = S ′21(t)cˆ0 + S
′
22(t)dˆ0
(2.37)
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Here Sij and S
′
ij are the matrix elements of the evolution operators for (2.34) and
(2.35), respectively. Due to the linearity they are the same for the operator and
numerical functions obeying these differential equations. Hence, we can extract them
directly from the solution of the two-state LZ problem. For the evolution from t =
−∞ to t = +∞ their squares of modulus are:
p1 ≡ |S11|2 = |S22|2 = e−2pig2/|β1−β4|
q1 ≡ |S12|2 = |S21|2 = 1− p1
p2 ≡ |S ′11|2 = |S ′22|2 = e−2piγ2/|β2−β3|
q2 ≡ |S ′12|2 = |S ′21|2 = 1− p2
(2.38)
Returning to the four-state LZ problem in the two-particle sector considered earlier,
each state |γ〉 of this subspace is the direct product of states from two independent
subspaces of the one-particle sector |j〉 = |αj〉⊗ |µj〉, αj = 1, 2;µj = 3, 4 (here 1,2,3,4
enumerate single-particle state, for example |1〉 = a+|0〉). The evolution matrix is
also the direct product of evolution matrices in the independent subspaces of the
one-particle sectors: U(t) = Uα(t)
⊗
Uµ(t). Therefore transition matrix elements and
probabilities Pij in the considered subspace are factorized:
Pij = pαiαjpµiµj (2.39)
In terms of the LZ probabilities for two-level problems introduced earlier the transition
probability matrix P , whose elements are defined by equation (2.39), reads:
P =

p1p2 p1q2 q1q2 p1q2
p1q2 p1p2 q1p2 q1q2
q1q2 p2q1 p1p2 p1q2
q1p2 q1q2 p1q2 p1p2

(2.40)
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This result does not depend on the parameters Ei. Scattering matrices Sij(t) and
S ′ij(t) are known for any t [2] which makes it possible to find the evolution operator
at any time in the Schro¨dinger representation.
The above example looks trivial since the generated model is just a factorization
of two independent simpler models. However this is not always just a factorization.
For example the model of LZ transitions in arbitrary spin, that is reviewed in the
previous section, can be derived from the following bosonic Hamiltonian:
Hˆ = taˆ†aˆ− tbˆ†bˆ+ g(aˆ†bˆ+ bˆ†aˆ) (2.41)
In the single-particle sector the Hamiltonian (2.41) leads to a simple two-state LZ
model. In the N -boson sector the Schro¨dinger equation for diabatic states coincides
with ones for a spin S = N/2 in magnetic fields. This construction is an application
of the Schwinger bosons [76] to the LZ problem. By solving trivial equations for
Schwinger operators, one can derive the solution for LZ transitions in any spin.
2. The fermionic Landau-Zener model and a charge transport problem
In similar fashion to the bosonic problem, the fermionic systems can lead to Heisen-
berg equations for annihilation operators that have the same structure as Shro¨dinger
equations for amplitudes for some exactly solvable multistate Landau-Zener model.
In the Shro¨dinger representation such a Fermi system with fixed number of particles
is equivalent to a new solvable multistate Landau-Zener model.
Consider a quantum dot coupled to an external reservoir like the system shown
in Fig.7 so that initially some of the reservoir energy levels are filled with electrons,
the others are empty. Assume the dot has only one electron bound state in the energy
region of interest. The energy of this state in real semiconductors can be regulated
by the gate voltage; therefore the variation of the gate voltage with time generates
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Fig. 7. A single energy level in a potential well coupled to two leads at zero temper-
ature. Electron states in leads are filled up to Fermi energies, that can be
different in right and left leads.
time dependence of the dot’s electronic level.
The simplest possible choice of the Hamiltonian of electrons in the dot and the
reservoir reads:
H =
N∑
n=1
Encˆ
†
ncˆn + E(t)cˆ
†
0cˆ0 +
∑
n
gn(cˆ
†
ncˆ0 + cˆ
†
0cˆn) (2.42)
Here cˆ0 is the fermionic operator that annihilates the electron on the dot level and
cˆn is the annihilation operator for the level En of the reservoir; E(t) is the time-
dependent energy of the dot state. The last term in (2.42) describes the tunneling
between the leads and the single level in the quantum dot. All interactions among
electrons are ignored except the one due to Pauli principle.
Similar time-dependent single-particle problems for quantum dots have been al-
ready considered in [13] although the possibility of the exact solution in the multi-
particle sector was omitted.
In the context of the LZ theory, the time-dependence of the dot energy can be
approximated by a linear function: E(t) = βt. The Heisenberg operator equations
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corresponding to Hamiltonian (2.42) are:
i ˙ˆc0 = βtcˆ0 +
∑
n
gncˆn
i ˙ˆcn = Encˆn + gncˆ0
(2.43)
Due to the linear structure of these equations the solution can be formally written in
the matrix form:
cˆ(t) = Sˆ(t, t0) cˆ(t0) (2.44)
where cˆ = (cˆ0, cˆ1, . . . , cˆn)
As in the previous section, the evolution matrix Sˆ(t, t0) is completely determined
by the coefficients of the differential equations (2.43) and is the same for operator and
c-function solutions. Hence, it is enough to solve (2.43) with all operators replaced by
c-functions. Such a system of equations coincides with that of the Demkov-Osherov
model [32].
The probabilities to find an electron on a particular n-th level after all intersec-
tions are.
Pn =< cˆ
†
n(t→ +∞)cˆn(t→ +∞) >=
∑
n1
∑
n2 S
∗
nn1
Snn2 < cˆ
†
n1
(t→ −∞)cˆn2(t→ −∞) >=
=
∑
nf
|Sn,nf |2
(2.45)
where Sij = Sij(t → +∞), (t0 → −∞) and the summation in the final expression is
taken over the initially filled states only.
The scattering matrix elements Sn,nf are given in (2.8). If the band of electron
states in the external system is continuous then it is reasonable to use the approxi-
mation, in which g(E) = gn → 0 while the value Γ(E) = 2piρ(E)|g(E)|2 is kept finite.
Here ρ(E) is the density of states in the band and the elements of scattering matrix
become |S0l|2 = 2pig
2
l
β
exp
En∫
El
−Γ(E)
β
dE
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Consider a dot that is connected to two leads. The left lead is characterized by
the coupling function gL(E) and the densities ρ
f
L(E), ρ
e
L(E) where f and e refer to
the filled and empty states in the left lead (ρL(E) = ρ
f
L(E) + ρ
e
L(E)), analogously
we can define the quantities gR(E), ρ
f
R(E), ρ
e
R(E) for the right lead. Moreover it
is more convenient to introduce the following notations: ΓfL(E) = 2piρ
f
L(E)|gL(E)|2,
ΓeL(E) = 2piρ
e
L(E)|gL(E)|2, ΓfR(E) = 2piρfR(E)|gR(E)|2, ΓeR(E) = 2piρeR(E)|gR(E)|2,
Γf = ΓfR + Γ
f
L, and Γ
e = ΓeR + Γ
e
L.
If the dot state was initially empty and if this state crosses the region from energy
E1 to energy E2, then the continuous approximation (2.45) leads to the following
probability for the dot level to be finally filled after all Landau-Zener transitions:
pf (E2) = P0 =
E2∫
E1
Γf (E ′)
β
exp
− 1
β
E2∫
E′
(Γf (E) + Γe(E))dE
dE ′ (2.46)
If the dot level was initially filled, it is necessary to add |S00|2 = e
− 1
β
E2∫
E1
(Γf (E)+Γe(E))dE
to (2.46). One can check that the result (2.46) is the solution of the following system
of differential equations:
β
dpf (E)
dE
= −Γe(E)pf (E) + Γf (E)pe(E)
β dpe(E)
dE
= −Γf (E)pe(E) + Γe(E)pf (E)
(2.47)
here pe(E) = 1 − pf (E) is the probability that the dot level will be empty when it
has energy E. The equation for the charge that is transferred to the right lead can
be derived in a similar way
dQ(E)
dE
= (e/β)(ΓeR(E)pf (E)− ΓfR(E)pe(E)) (2.48)
With this result one can calculate the total charge transferred through the dot from
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the left lead to the right lead at zero temperature and a fixed bias that leads to a
difference of Fermi energies in the left and in the right leads. Assume that the dot level
was initially much lower than both Fermi levels and it was filled. Then the energy of
this state grows linearly with time crossing both Fermi levels during the evolution.
Since transitions will proceed presumably when the dot level is between Fermi energies
of the leads, one can apply the following approximations: ΓfL(E) = ΓL(1−θ(E−²LF )),
ΓeL(E) = ΓLθ(E − ²LF ), ΓfR(E) = ΓR(1− θ(E − ²RF )) and ΓeR(E) = ΓRθ(E − ²LF ) with
ΓR and ΓL are constant. To find the total charge that is transferred to the right lead
one can formally put the final dot state energy equal to infinity in the solution of the
equations (2.47) and (2.48). In the result the total charge transfered to the right lead
is
Q = e
[
ΓRΓL
(ΓR + ΓL)
(
²LF − ²RF
β
) +
ΓR
(ΓR + ΓL)
]
(2.49)
At ²LF = ²
R
F we find Q = eΓR/(ΓR + ΓL), which can be interpreted as the electron
charge e multiplied by the probability for the electron that is initially placed into the
dot to transfer to the right lead.
3. A solvable model of bands crossing
The Hamiltonian (2.42) projected onto the k-particle sector generates the evolution
in the Hilbert space of dimensionality (N +1)!/(k!(N +1−k)!). If the single-particle
Hamiltonian laying in the background is the same as that of the Demkov-Osherov
model, then all such models are reducible to this single-particle one.
Generalized Landau-Zener models that deal with intersections of bands of parallel
levels are important in many applications such as in tunneling of nanomagnets coupled
to nuclear spins [8] and in charge transport in quantum dots [42].
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Up to now only two exact solutions of this type were known: Demkov-Osherov
solution and the case of the infinite number of states in bands that equally interact
with states of another band [36]. For an important case of a finite number of states in
bands that is not equal to unity, exact solutions for all transition probabilities have
not been found yet though the absence of counterintuitive transitions was analytically
proved [42]. Nearly-exact solution valid in the quasidegeneracy approximation was
found and investigated in [15]. The method of extending the Landau-Zener evolution
to the operators can be employed to generate exactly solvable models with interband
transitions.
Consider a system with the Hamiltonian of four interacting Fermi operators.
H = E1bˆ
†bˆ+ E2cˆ†cˆ+ tdˆ†dˆ+ g1(aˆ†dˆ+ dˆ†aˆ) + g2(bˆ†dˆ+ dˆ†bˆ) + g3(cˆ†dˆ+ dˆ†cˆ) (2.50)
Let E2 > E1 > 0. The solution of the operator evolution equation can be written in
the form:

dˆ(t)
aˆ(t)
bˆ(t)
cˆ(t)

= S(t, t0)

dˆ(t0)
aˆ(t0)
bˆ(t0)
cˆ(t0)

, (2.51)
where S(t, t0) is the matrix of evolution for a 4-state Demkov-Osherov model. Lets
restrict the Hilbert space to the subspace of only two particles. It includes six states:
|1〉 = dˆ†aˆ†|0〉, |2〉 = dˆ†bˆ†|0〉, |3〉 = dˆ†cˆ†|0〉, |4〉 = aˆ†bˆ†|0〉, |5〉 = aˆ†cˆ†|0〉 and |6〉 = bˆ†cˆ†|0〉.
Similarly to the bosonic case, this subspace is invariant during the evolution process.
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The Hamiltonian restricted to this subspace has the following matrix form:
H =

t 0 0 −g2 −g3 0
0 t+ E1 0 g1 0 −g3
0 0 t+ E2 0 g1 g2
−g2 g1 0 E1 0 0
−g3 0 g1 0 E2 0
0 −g3 g2 0 0 E1 + E2

(2.52)
Lets Pij (i, j = 1, ..., 6) be the probability to transit from the state j to the state
i after the band crossing. The transition probabilities can be expressed in terms of
the fermi-operators in the Heisenberg representation at t→∞.
P1n = 〈n|aˆ†aˆdˆ†dˆ|n〉 P4n = 〈n|aˆ†aˆbˆ†bˆ|n〉
P2n = 〈n|bˆ†bˆdˆ†dˆ|n〉 P5n = 〈n|aˆ†aˆcˆ†cˆ|n〉
P3n = 〈n|cˆ†cˆdˆ†dˆ|n〉 P6n = 〈n|bˆ†bˆcˆ†cˆ|n〉
(2.53)
Substituting (2.51) into (2.53) and employing the elements of the evolution matrix
from (2.8) one can arrive to the following result:
P =

p2p3 q1q2p3 q1q3 p1q2p3 p1q3 0
0 p1p3 p1q2q3 q1p3 q1q2q3 p2q3
0 0 p1p2 0 q1p2 q2
q2 q1p2 0 p1p2 0 0
p2q3 q1q2q3 q1p3 p1q2q3 p1p3 0
0 p1q3 q2p3p1 q1q3 q1q2p3 p2p3

(2.54)
where
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pi = e
−2pi|gi|2
qi = 1− pi, (i = 1, 2, 3)
(2.55)
F. Nonunitary Landau-Zener problem and dissociation of molecular Bose condensate
Similarly to fermionic Landau-Zener model, the bosonic one also may have applica-
tions on its own without just being useful in understanding the multistate Landau-
Zener problem. Mathematically, the model in this section, when considered in the
Hilbert space, corresponds to a multistate Landau-Zener model with infinite number
of states. However its treatment is strongly simplified when writing its Hamiltonian
in a secondary quantized form. The resulting evolution equations for operators only
resemble the Landau-Zener evolution but are not exactly the same. Moreover if such
equations were written for amplitudes, not for operators, such evolution would be
nonunitary. Nevertheless the model is exactly solvable which allows to make quanti-
tative predictions about corresponding physical system.
Imagine the process of molecular condensate dissociation such as A2 → A+A. It
was studied for example in [63],[77]. The authors demonstrated that Bose condensate
of single atoms [78] can be in squeezed state after molecular condensate dissociation.
If chemical potentials of condensates are time dependent, the number of atoms and
the squeezing parameters in the case of time dependent chemical potentials depend
on the rate of energy curve crossing and on the coupling between the molecular and
the atomic fields. If the initial atomic condensate exists in the system, then the
result of the above reaction depends not only on the total number of atoms but also
on initial phases of the molecular and the atomic condensates. Generally the single
atoms after molecular dissociation should not be in the same quantum states (modes).
The case of multimode condensate dynamics [79], [80], [81], [82] with time dependent
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parameters is more complicated since it is described by the multistate Landau-Zener
theory which generally does not provide an exact result for transition amplitudes.
However, within reasonable approximations the problem can be reduced to the case
of two atomic modes and one molecular mode interaction for which exact results are
still possible since the equations for the operator evolution decouple.
The most general Hamiltonian that includes interactions and more than one
atomic and molecular modes can be written as follows[82]:
Hˆ =
∑
k
(µk(t)aˆ
†
k
aˆk + νk(t)
1
2
ψˆ†
k
ψˆk) + gk,k′
∑
k,k′
ψˆ†
k+k′ aˆkaˆk′ + ψˆk+k′ aˆ
†
k
aˆ†
k′
+
1
2
gint
∑
k,k′,k′′
aˆ†
k+k′−k′′ aˆ
†
k′′
aˆk′ aˆk ,
here the chemical potentials µk and νk depend on time. The Landau-Zener model
for multimode case becomes very complicated to solve even in the case when the
molecular field is treated as a c-number (which is possible in the mean-field approxi-
mation with condition that the number of molecules is so large that it does not change
strongly during the process). If the number of atoms in the atomic modes is much
smaller than that of molecules, one can disregard the interaction term (gint = 0). Sup-
pose the system has only one highly populated mode of the molecular condensate.
For example, molecular mode with total momentum equals zero. Due to momen-
tum conservation atomic mode with momentum k would couple to atomic mode of
momentum −k only. In such systems the problem is reduced to the interaction of
two atomic modes with molecular condensate. Other molecular modes can also be
considered but the effective coupling constants to those modes are proportional to
the square root of the number of particles in them; therefore, one can disregard the
interactions with the initially empty modes.
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With such approximations the problem is reduced to finding dynamics of two
atomic fields A and B interacting with one molecular field AB. Suppose aˆ, bˆ and ψˆ
are the annihilation operators of A, B and AB fields respectively. If one disregards
the direct interaction between A and B during curve crossing then the Hamiltonian
for molecular dissociation in the process AB → A+B is time dependent and can be
written as follows:
Hˆ = µ1(t)aˆ
†aˆ+ µ2(t)bˆ†bˆ+ gψˆ†aˆbˆ+ g∗ψˆaˆ†bˆ† (2.56)
where the molecular field energy is set to zero and aˆ and bˆ are annihilation operators
of distinct atomic modes so [aˆ†, bˆ] = 0. If the number of molecules is large enough to
suppose that it does not change considerably during the process one can substitute 〈ψˆ〉
instead of ψˆ. Substituting g < ψˆ >∗= γ into (2.56) the effective atomic Hamiltonian
reads
Hˆ = µ1(t)aˆ
†aˆ+ µ2(t)bˆ†bˆ+ γaˆbˆ+ γ∗aˆ†bˆ† (2.57)
The model (2.57) but with identical atomic modes (B = A) was first considered in [63].
However generally atomic modes should be considered distinct and be described by
distinct Bose operators. The Hamiltonian (2.57) with distinct A and B was considered
by Kayali and Sinitsyn in [21] and also by Anglin in [22]. The Heisenberg equations
for operators are
i ˙ˆa = µ1(t)aˆ+ γ
∗bˆ†
i
˙ˆ
b
†
= −µ2(t)bˆ† − γaˆ (2.58)
and
i ˙ˆa
†
= −µ1(t)aˆ† − γbˆ
i
˙ˆ
b = µ2(t)bˆ+ γ
∗aˆ†
(2.59)
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After the following change of variable
aˆ→ aˆe−i
∫ t
(µ1(t)/2−µ2(t)/2)dt
bˆ→ bˆei
∫ t
(µ1(t)/2−µ2(t)/2)dt
µ(t) = µ1(t)/2 + µ2(t)/2
(2.60)
equations (2.58),(2.59) read:
i ˙ˆa = µ(t)aˆ+ γ∗bˆ†
i
˙ˆ
b
†
= −µ(t)bˆ† − γaˆ
(2.61)
and
i ˙ˆa
†
= −µ(t)aˆ† − γbˆ
i
˙ˆ
b = µ(t)bˆ+ γ∗aˆ†
(2.62)
Molecular dissociation becomes substantial near the curve crossing points µ(t) = 0.
According to the Landau-Zener theory, to estimate the transition amplitude one can
approximate µ(t) linearly near the crossing points, hence the equations that should
be considered are:
i ˙ˆa = βtaˆ+ γ∗bˆ†
i
˙ˆ
b
†
= −βtbˆ† − γaˆ
(2.63)
The system (2.63) strongly reminds the Landau-Zener problem but it is not. The
difference is in the additional minus sign in the second equation. If the system (2.63)
were written for functions rather than operators, it would describe a nonunitary
evolution. This is related to the fact that the number of particles in single atomic
modes is not conserved. The corresponding second order differential equation for
operator aˆ reads:
¨ˆa+ (β2t2 − |γ|2 + iβ2)aˆ = 0 (2.64)
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This equation belongs to the class of hypergeometric equations which are solvable
and whose asymptotics are well known. The solution can be written in the form:
aˆ(t) = φc(t)aˆ(t0) + φs(t)bˆ
†(t0) (2.65)
with initial conditions:
φc(t0) = 1, φs(t0) = 0
φ˙c(t0) = βt0, φ˙s(t0) = −iγ∗
(2.66)
The functions φc(t) and φs(t) are c-functions that are independent solutions of the
equation (2.64). The equation (2.64) with the initial conditions (2.66) appears also
in the case of dissociation into a single mode atomic condensate but with different
magnitudes of parameters [63]. The average number of atoms in the A-mode is:
< aˆ†(t)aˆ(t) >= nst + nsp (2.67)
where
nsp = |φs(t)|2 (2.68)
corresponds to the spontaneous transitions into the A−atomic vacuum state. This
term does not appear if the problem is treated in the mean field approximation and
is the result of quantum effects [63, 83, 84, 85]. The quantity nst corresponds to the
stimulated transitions in the case when atomic states were initially populated:
nst = |φc|2 < aˆ†(t0)aˆ(t0) > +|φs|2 < bˆ†(t0)bˆ(t0) > +2Re(φ∗sφc < aˆ(t0)bˆ(t0) >) (2.69)
Solutions that satisfy our initial conditions are given by
φc(t) = −iγ∗φ
∗
1(t0)φ1(t)− φ∗2(t0)φ2(t)
W (φ1, φ2)
(2.70)
φs(t) = 2iγ
∗φ2(t0)φ1(t)− φ1(t0)φ2(t)
W (φ1, φ2)
(2.71)
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where W (φ1, φ2) = i(2β/γ)exp(−piλ/2) and
λ = |γ|2/(2β) (2.72)
is the Landau-Zener parameter. The Functions φ1 and φ2 are two standard solutions
of the parabolic cylinder equation with asymptotics at t0 −→ −∞:
φ1(t0) ∼ 1
τ0
exp(−pi
4
λ+ i
pi
4
+ iS(|τ0|)) (2.73)
φ2(t0) ∼ 1
γ
√
2β exp (−pi
4
λ− ipi
4
− iS(|τ0|)), (2.74)
and at t −→ +∞:
φ1(t) ∼ 2|γ|
√
β sinh (piλ) exp (
pi
4
λ− ipi
2
− iS(τ)− iargΓ(iλ)) (2.75)
φ2(t) ∼ 1
γ
√
2β exp (
3pi
4
λ− ipi
4
− iS(|τ0|)) (2.76)
The self-consistent solution of the initial valued problem is as follows:
φs(t→∞) = |γ|γ
√
exp(2piλ)− 1e−i3pi4 −iS(|τ0|)−iS(τ)−i arg Γ(iλ),
φc(t→∞) = epiλ+iS(|τ0|)−iS(τ)
(2.77)
where τ =
√
2βt, S(τ) = τ 2/4− λ ln τ and λ = |γ|2/(2β). Using this, one can derive
|φs(t→∞)|2 = e2piλ − 1
|φc(t→∞)|2 = nsp = e2piλ
(2.78)
If initially one has coherent atomic states |α〉|β〉 where aˆ|α〉 = α|α〉 and bˆ|β〉 = β|β〉
then
nst = |α|2e2piλ + |β|2(e2piλ − 1) + 2
√
e2piλ − 1epiλ|α||β| ×
cos
(
3pi
4
+ 2 S(|τ0|) + arg(Γ(iλ)) + arg(γ) + arg(α) + arg(β)
)
(2.79)
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so, depending on the initial arguments of α and β the number of produced particles
due to stimulated transitions can be in the range n− < nst < n+ where
n± =
(
|α|epiλ ± |β|
√
e2piλ − 1
)2
(2.80)
Now, lets proceed to the problem of correlations between the two modes when
initially there are no particles in atomic condensates. For this purpose consider the
quadrature phase amplitudes:
Xˆθ(t) = (aˆ(t) + bˆ(t))e
iθ + (aˆ†(t) + bˆ†(t))e−iθ (2.81)
If initially the atomic condensates are in vacuum states then:
< Xˆθ
2
(t) >= |φc(t)eiθ + φ∗s(t)e−iθ|2 (2.82)
and long time after curve crossing event we obtain:
< Xˆθ
2
(t→∞) >= |
√
e2piλ − 1 + epiλ− i3pi4 −i arg γ−2iS(τ)−i arg Γ(iλ)+2ıθ|2 (2.83)
Choosing two orthogonal phase angles θ+ = 1/2(
3pi
4
+ arg γ + 2S(τ) + arg Γ(iλ))
and θ− = 1/2(−pi4 + arg γ + 2S(τ) + arg Γ(iλ)) we find:
< X2θ± >= |
√
e2piλ − 1± epiλ|2 (2.84)
The result (2.84) means that dissociation forms atoms in a two mode squeezed state.
Such correlated states have been under a strong interest in atomic physics [79], [86],
[87].
If components A and B are distinct by some internal degree of freedom that is
not conserved during the reaction then the Hamiltonian (2.56) should be generalized
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so that reaction go in all possible channels:
Hˆ = µ1(t)aˆ
†aˆ+ µ2(t)bˆ†bˆ+ γaˆaˆ+ γ∗aˆ†bˆ† + γaaˆaˆ+ γ∗aa
†a† + γbbb+ γ∗b b
†b† (2.85)
In this case even if one treats the field of initial condensate as a c-number, the resulting
Landau-Zener problem in not analytically solvable, since all operator equations are no
longer decoupled. However, if an additional symmetry exists, exact asymptotics can
be found. For example, if the chemical potentials are equal due to some symmetry
µ1(t) = µ2(t) (2.86)
then the equivalent Landau-Zener problem can be solved. For simplicity lets also
assume that γb = γa = γ1. Then the operator evolution is governed by the following
equations:
i ˙ˆa = taˆ+ γb† − 2γ∗1 aˆ†
i
˙ˆ
b = tbˆ+ γ∗a† − 2γ∗1 bˆ†
(2.87)
this is accomplished by the hermitian conjugate equations. By adding the equations
in (2.87) and denoting cˆ = aˆ+ bˆ one gets
i ˙ˆc = tcˆ+ (γ∗ − 2γ∗1)cˆ† (2.88)
so that for cˆ and cˆ† the problem is reduced to already solved one. Accordingly, there
are similar equations for operators dˆ and dˆ†, where dˆ = aˆ− bˆ:
i
˙ˆ
d = tdˆ− (γ∗ + 2γ∗1)dˆ† (2.89)
However, such a solution would be very unstable in respect of the terms that break
the symmetry (2.86) since there are states that have the same energy participating
in the curve crossing.
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G. Landau-Zener transitions in a linear chain
In all models described above the number of independent states is finite but the limits
of infinite number of states can be considered. In addition to those solvable classes
there are models whose solution could be found so far only in the limit of infinite
Hylbert space.
One such a class describes the dynamics of a system at an intersection of the two
infinite bands of parallel levels with equal transition probabilities between any pair
of states from different bands [36]. The physical application of this solution is ob-
scure and the notion of transition probability matrix does not make sense there since
transition probabilities do not saturate when time goes to infinity. Another class of
multistate models with infinite number of states having well defined transition prob-
abilities and clear physical interpretation was discovered by Porkrovsky and Sinitsyn
in [41]. Physically its solution describes the quantum electron transfer between donor
and acceptor separated by a long polymer strand (molecular bridge). The bridge
can be considered as a linear array of identical sites. Such one-dimensional atomic-
scale wires were intensely studied, both experimentally and theoretically [91, 92, 93].
Similar dynamics can be found in semiconductor superlattices [94, 95].
The goal is to describe the tunneling of a particle in such systems driven by
a time-dependent homogeneous external field. An important assumption is that all
molecular fragments in the chain are identical. Electric field splits the energy levels
at different sites of the chain and suppresses the transitions. Hence electron hoppings
proceed in a narrow time intervals close to moments at which electric field becomes
zero. Since the tunneling is a fast process, one can disregard the relaxation originating
from phonons and other elementary excitations.
Lets denote |n〉 a state located at the n-th site of the chain. These states form
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a complete orthonormal set (Wannier basis). In terms of this set the electron Hamil-
tonian reads:
Hˆ =
N∑
n=1
(γ | n〉〈n+ 1 | +c.c.) + nF (t) | n〉〈n |; (2.90)
F (t) = eE(t)a
where E(t) is the electric field, e-electron charge, a is the distance between sites and γ
is the coupling constant. A series of exact solutions of the time-dependent Shro¨dinger
equation with the Hamiltonian (2.90) at N =∞ known as drifting plane waves have
been found long ago [95, 96, 97, 98, 99].
The set |n〉 is conventionally called the diabatic basis. The diabatic states are not
eigenstates of the total Hamiltonian (2.90) with t or E(t) considered as a parameter,
they are eigenstates of the diagonal part of this Hamiltonian. Until | F (t) |À γ the
transitions between states are suppressed. This is the region of adiabatic regime.
The adiabaticity is violated in a vicinity of the electric field nodes determined by
inequality | F (t) |≤ γ, where all transitions proceed. The level crossing means that
the diabatic levels cross, i.e. the diagonal elements of (2.90) coincide at F (t) = 0.
The exact eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian (2.90) never cross according to the Wigner
- Neumann theorem on avoided crossing. Suppose for definiteness that the node
position in time is at t = 0. Since transitions are substantial only in the vicinity of
the node, the exact dependence of the field on time can be reasonably approximated
by linear one: F (t) ≈ F˙ (0) · t. At zero electric field E and free boundary conditions
the Hamiltonian (2.90) can be easily diagonalized. Its spectrum is:
εj = 2g cos(pij/N); j = 1 . . . N (2.91)
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The matrix representation for the Hamiltonian (2.90) reads:
Hnm = nF˙ (0)tδnm + γ(δm,n+1 + δm,n−1) (2.92)
For an infinite chain (N → ∞) these equations are valid at any n and m. After a
proper rescaling of time the Hamiltonian (2.92) becomes dimensionless:
Hmn = ntδmn + g(δm,n+1 + δm,n−1) (2.93)
It depends on only one dimensionless number g = γ/
√
F˙ (0), which is the Landau-
Zener parameter. Corresponding system of Schro¨dinger equations for amplitudes cn(t)
is:
ic˙n = ntcn + g(cn−1 + cn+1) (2.94)
The problem is to find the transition matrix for this system, i.e. to find an asymptotic
at t → +∞ of a solution cn(t) which obeys the initial condition |cn(t)|2 = δn,n′ at
t→ −∞.
Lets introduce an auxiliary function u(ϕ, t) =
∑∞
n=−∞ cn(t)e
inϕ. The system
(2.94) is equivalent to a following equation in partial derivatives for u(ϕ, t):
∂u
∂t
+ t
∂u
∂ϕ
+ 2igu cosϕ = 0 (2.95)
One should find a solution of this equation which obeys the initial condition: u(ϕ, t)→
exp[in′(− t2
2
+ ϕ)] at t → −∞. Given the solution u(ϕ, t), the amplitudes cn(t) can
be found by the inverse Fourier transformation: cn(t) =
1
2pi
∫ 2pi
0 u(ϕ, t)e
−inϕdϕ. The
solution of eq. (2.95) which obeys proper boundary conditions is:
u(ϕ, t) = exp
−i
2g t∫
−∞
cos
(
ϕ− t
2
2
+
t
′2
2
)
dt
′
+ n′
(
ϕ− t
2
2
) (2.96)
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Putting t = +∞ in the solution (2.96) and taking the inverse Fourier-transform, one
can arrive at following asymptotics:
cn(t) ≈ exp
(
− int
2
2
+ i
(n′ − n)pi
4
)
J|n−n′|(2
√
2pig) (2.97)
Thus, the scattering amplitudes in terms of modified states, with the fast phase factor
exp(−int2/2) incorporated, are:
〈n | U∞ | n′〉 = ei(n′−n)pi/4J|n−n′|(2
√
2pig) (2.98)
here U∞ is an evolution operator from t→ −∞ to t→ +∞ It displays infinite number
of oscillations with the LZ parameter g. However, for large |n − n′| the oscillations
start with g > |n− n′|. These oscillations can be observed experimentally by varying
the field sweep rate E˙(0). For small values of g the amplitudes are small and quickly
decreasing with |n− n′| growing.
For large g À |n− n′| the asymptotics of the amplitudes (2.98) are:
〈n | U | n′〉 ∼ e
i(n′−n)pi/4
(
√
2pi3g)1/2
cos(2
√
2pig − (n− n
′)pi
2
− pi
4
) (2.99)
The asymptotics in the model with infinite number of states at large coupling
constant can be very different from those in models with finite number of states.
For finite Hylbert space in the limit g À N , where N is the number of intersecting
states, transition probabilities behave as exponents exp(−C(n, n′)g2) where C(n, n′)
do not depend on g. In contrast the result (2.99) displays power law with oscillations
instead of exponential dependence of transition probabilities on g for large g. This is
the result of quantum interference of different Feynman trajectories. A step in this
trajectory has average length g (see below). Such a step can not be realized in a
system with a finite number of states when g À N .
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The mean square of displacement at one crossing event is:
< (n− n′)2 >=
∞∑
n=−∞
(n− n′)2|J|n−n′|(2
√
2pig)|2 =
= 4pig2 (2.100)
If the external field is periodic in time and the coherence between crossing events is
lost, the electron performs a random walk, i.e. it diffuses. Suppose the field changes
harmonically F (t) = F0 sin(ωt). At time points tk = pik/ω (k is an integer) all levels
cross at one point. The square of Landau-Zener parameter is g2 = γ
2
F0ω
. The diffusion
coefficient is D = 2a2 < (n− n′)2 > /T , where T = 2pi/ω is the period of oscillations
and factor 2 accounts for two crossing events per period. Collecting these results and
equation (2.100), we find:
D =
4aγ2
F0
(2.101)
This result does not depend on the frequency of the external field.
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CHAPTER III
NOISE IN THE LANDAU-ZENER TRANSITIONS
Emerging new applications of the Landau-Zener theory raise the question of the
applicability of the Landau-Zener formula when the coupling of quantum states to
environment becomes unavoidable. The effect of environment on the Landau-Zener
transition probability can be studied by additional coupling of the two level system
to the phonon or to the spin bath. However the resulting Hamiltonians become
very complicated and usually do not allow analytical predictions in wide range of
parameters. One of the possible approaches to the coupling to a bath problem is to
reformulate it in terms of the multistate Landau-Zener model [61, 56]. This approach
was proved to be useful in application to nanomagnets coupled to the nuclear spin
bath and to coupling to phonon bath at low temperature. It can be justified mainly
when the internal dynamics of the bath is not important in comparison with dynamics
due to its coupling to the central two level system. In the opposite limit the bath
has strong its own dynamics which is mainly not influenced by the coupling to the
central system. The action of such a bath on the two-state system can be modeled as
the action of a stationary and usually fast noisy field [49]. If this noise is generated
by many sources it can be considered as Gaussian.
Landau-Zener transitions in a two-level system with a non-diagonal noise were
studied for the first time by Kayanuma in [47]. The Hamiltonian of the problem was
chosen to be
Hˆ = βtσˆz + ηxσˆx (3.1)
where ηx is the noise field with the correlation function 〈ηx(t1)ηx(t2)〉 = J2xe−λx|t1−t2|
and σˆi are Pauli matrices. Note that the constant transverse field term was not con-
sidered by Kayanuma. In the limit of infinitely short correlation time λ→∞ he found
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a simple analytical result for the transition probability. The approach of Kayanuma
was to write the probability as a series in powers of noisy field. For exponentially
correlated noise all integrals in such a series are Gaussian; this strongly simplified the
analysis of the series but restricted the result to exponentially correlated noise only.
Pokrovsky and Sinitsyn [100, 101] generalized the Kayanuma model introducing a
more general Hamiltonian with all three components of random magnetic field being
non-zero and possibly not equal and with the most general form of the short-time
correlation tensor. The regular constant transverse magnetic field was also included.
Moreover, the Hamiltonian of the Landau-Zener transitions in the two level system is
equivalent to the one for a spin-1/2 evolution in the time-dependent magnetic field.
The generalization of this problem to higher spins is one of the most useful multistate
Landau-Zener models therefore most of the calculations in this section will be done
for the case of an arbitrary spin (S ≥ 1/2) with the Hamiltonian
Hˆ = (βt)Sˆz + gSˆx +
+1∑
i=−1
ηiSˆi, i = x, y, z (3.2)
〈ηi(t1)ηj(t2)〉 = fij(λ|t1 − t2|) (3.3)
The second term in the Hamiltonian (3.2) can be considered as a constant trans-
verse magnetic field acting on a spin. The measurements of the LZ transition prob-
abilities can provide an information about the strength of the coupling to the bath.
One of such examples is a molecular nanomagnet in fluctuating dipole field. The
Hamiltonian (3.2) may be relevant to the quantum shuttle problem where avoided
level crossings occurred to be important [14]. The fast noise in this example corre-
sponds to thermal fluctuations. Adiabatic avoided crossings were proposed recently
for generation of entangled states of q-bits [24]. Then the understanding of the noise
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effects is important to trace the error propagation in a quantum circuit.
The result of the evolution with random field depends on a given noise realization.
Hence instead of looking for a solution of the Schro¨dinger equation with a special time-
dependence of the noisy field, one should find the transition probabilities averaged
over noise realizations, namely
Pj←i = 〈|aj(t→∞)|2〉noise (3.4)
where ak(t) is the amplitude of the k-th eigenstate of Sˆz-operator and |ai(t →
−∞)|2 = 1
A. Density matrix and Bloch tensors
The Hamiltonian (3.2) contains only operators that belong to the SU(2) algebra. In
terms of components with definite projections it reads (note that b± = bx± iby; S± =
Sx ± iSy):
H = −bzSz − 1
2
(b+S− + b−S+) (3.5)
where bz and b± are some time-dependent coefficients.
When the random magnetic field acts onto the spin, it must be described by the
density matrix ρ̂. By definition it is a (2S +1)× (2S +1) Hermitian matrix with the
trace equal to 1. It satisfies the standard equation of motion:
i
dρ̂
dt
= [H, ρ̂] (3.6)
Any Hermitian matrix with the trace equal to 1 can be represented as a sum:
ρ̂ =
1
2S + 1
Iˆ + g · Sˆ + 1
2
gik
(
SˆiSˆk + SˆkSˆi − 2
3
δikS(S + 1)
)
+ (3.7)
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...
1
(2S)!
gi1i2...i2S
(
Sˆi1Sˆi2 ...Sˆi2S + all permutations− all traces
)
(3.8)
If the Hamiltonian is the generator of rotation (which is true in our case), each term in
equation (3.8) corresponds to an irreducible representation and evolves independently.
The symmetric tensors gik, gikl ...gi1i2...i2S are called the Bloch tensors in analogy
with the Bloch vector g well known from Bloch theory of the nuclear spin motion.
Any trace of such a tensor must be equal to zero. The Hamiltonian (3.2) generates
following equations of motion for the Bloch tensors:
g˙ = −b× g; g˙ik = −εilmblgmk − εklmblgim; ... (3.9)
All these equations are independent and have obvious integrals of motion:
g2 = const; g2ik = const; g
2
ikl = const; ... (3.10)
Thus, the density matrix of a spin S in an external time-dependent magnetic field has
2S conserving values. It is convenient to represent the Bloch tensors by their complex
components with a definite projection to the z−axis. We will denote such components
of a tensor of the rank s as gs,m. The corresponding tensor operators composed from
the symmetrized products of 2s components of the spin S operators are denoted Tˆ Ss,m.
They can be constructed from the senior operator of this representation Tˆ Ss,s = 2
−s/2Sˆs+
with Sˆ± = Sˆx ± iSˆy by recurrent commutations with the operator S−:
Tˆ Ss,m = −
1√
(s+m+ 1)(s−m)
[
Sˆ−, Tˆ Ss,m+1
]
(3.11)
The operators Tˆ Ss,m are polynomials of the standard spin operators Sˆ± and Sˆz. They
are operator analogs of spherical harmonics. We show below relations between the
Cartesian components of the tensor gi1...is and its components gs,m for several values
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of s:
g1,±1 =
1√
2
(gx ± igy) ; g1,0 = gz (3.12)
g2,±2 =
1√
6
(gxx − gyy ± 2igxy) ; g2,±1 = 1√
2
(gxz ± igyz) ; g2,0 = gzz (3.13)
g3,±3 =
1√
20
(gxxx ± 3igxxy − 3gxyy ∓ igyyy) ; ... (3.14)
The general rule for writing the s,±m−component via its Cartesian counterparts
is the same as for the product m!√
2m!
(x ± iy)mzs−m. Equations (3.9) in terms of the
components with definite z−projections become:
g˙s,m = −imbzgs,m+ i
2
√
(s+m)(s−m+ 1)b+gs,m−1+ i
2
√
(s−m)(s+m+ 1)b−gs,m+1
(3.15)
and the conservation laws are:
s∑
m=−s
|gs,m|2 = const (3.16)
B. Fast noise in a two-level system
Consider only a spin 1/2 or, equivalently a two-level system. Assume that the mag-
netic field can be separated into regular and random parts:
b(t) = br(t) + η(t) (3.17)
where br(t) = zˆb˙zt+ xˆbx and η(t) is the Gaussian noise determined by its correlators:
〈ηi(t)ηk(t′)〉 = fik(t− t′) (3.18)
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Assume also that the correlators (3.18) decay after a characteristic time difference
τn and that this correlation time is much less than the characteristic time of the LZ
process τLZ . However, the noise must be slow enough to avoid the direct transitions
between the levels when the interlevel distance approaches its saturation or charac-
teristic value ω far from the crossing point. Thus, the noise correlation time τn must
satisfy a following inequalities:
ω−1 ¿ τn ¿ τLZ (3.19)
The spectral width of noise is 1/τn. The noise produces transitions during the interval
of time tacc = 1/(b˙zτn), after which the current LZ frequency becomes larger than the
noise spectral width. This interval is called the accumulation time. It is much larger
than other characteristic time intervals τn and τLZ .
Consider first an auxiliary problem in which bx = 0 and transitions are mediated
by noise only. Such a problem for a special shape of correlators (fxx = J
2 exp
(
− t−t′
τn
)
;
the remaining components of the correlation tensor are zero) was solved earlier by
Kayanuma [45, 47] and studied numerically by Nishino et al. [48]. Pokrovsky and
Sinitsyn [100] have generalized the Kayanuma solution. Equations for the components
of the Bloch vector in this case are:
g˙z = (i/
√
2) (η+g− − η−g+) ; g˙± = ∓i
(
b˙zt+ ηz
)
g± + (i/
√
2)η±gz (3.20)
Solving equation for g±, we find:
g±(t) = g±(−∞) exp
∓ ib˙zt2
2
∓ i
t∫
−∞
ηz(t
′)dt′
+ (3.21)
(i/
√
2)
t∫
−∞
exp
∓ ib˙z(t2 − t′2)
2
∓ i
t∫
t′
ηz(t
′′)dt′′
 η±(t′)gz(t′)dt′ (3.22)
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Let us first consider the case of complete initial decoherence: g±(−∞) = 0. Then,
plugging equation (3.22) into the first equation (3.20), we find a separate equation
for gz:
g˙z = −(1/2)
t∫
−∞
exp
− ib˙z(t2 − t′2)
2
− i
t∫
t′
ηz(t
′′)dt′′
 η+(t)η−(t′)gz(t′)dt′ + c.c. (3.23)
Let us average equation (3.23) over the ensemble of the random noise. For such
averaging it is important that the noise correlation time τn is much shorter than
the time tacc necessary for a substantial variation of 〈gz〉. This fact allows to repre-
sent the average 〈η+(t)η−(t′)gz(t′)〉 approximately as a product: 〈η+(t)η−(t′)gz(t′)〉 ≈
〈η+(t)η−(t′)〉 〈gz(t′)〉. More accurately one should incorporate the fluctuations of gz.
In the leading approximation they are determined by the same equation (3.23) as
follows:
δgz = −(1/2)
t∫
−∞
dt1
t1∫
−∞
e−
ib˙z(t
2
1−t
2
2)
2 (η+(t1)η−(t2)− 〈η+(t1)η−(t2)〉) 〈gz(t2)〉 dt2 + c.c
(3.24)
We ignore ηz (this approximation will be justified by the next step). Let substitute
this additional term into equation (3.23) and perform averaging over the gaussian
random field η. According to the Wick’s rule, it is reduced to all possible pairings. In
our case the only possible pairing is 〈η+(t)η−(t2)〉 〈η−(t′)η+(t1)〉. Such a pairing limits
the integration by the interval t− τn < t2 < t1 < t′ < t . Thus the contribution of the
fluctuational term differs by an additional factor ∼ τn/tacc << 1 from the principal
contribution from 〈gz〉. These arguments represent a shortened version of the original
arguments by Kayanuma [45] and are akin to the Abriikosov-Gor’kov theory of static
disordered alloys [88].
Using the fact that the decay of the correlator 〈η+(t)η−(t′)〉 limits effectively the
integration over time by an interval t−τn < t′ < t, we can prove that the contribution
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of the noise component ηz in the exponent in the equation (3.23) can be neglected.
To estimate this contribution we assume that ηz is statistically independent from
other components. Then the averaging over ηz results in the Debye-Waller factor
exp
−1
2
〈(
t∫
t′
ηz(t
′′)dt′′
)2〉. The argument of this exponent can be estimated as
〈η2z〉 τ 2n . It is small provided the level of noise 〈η2z〉 is much smaller than τ−2n . The noise
correlators are even functions of the time difference. Therefore, expanding linearly
the time argument of the exponent in the same equation b˙z(t
2−t′2)
2
≈ b˙zt(t − t′), one
can transform the integral-differential equation (3.23) into an ordinary differential
equation for 〈gz〉:
˙〈gz〉 = −Fˆ
(
b˙zt
)
〈gz〉 (3.25)
where Fˆ (Ω) is the Fourier-transform of the function F (τ) = fxx(τ) + fyy(τ):
Fˆ (Ω) =
∞∫
−∞
F (τ) cosΩτdτ (3.26)
Equation (3.25) has a simple solution:
〈gz(t)〉 = 〈gz(−∞)〉 exp
− t∫
−∞
Fˆ
(
b˙zt
′) dt′
 (3.27)
At t→ +∞ the asymptotic value of 〈gz〉 is:
〈gz(+∞)〉 = 〈gz(−∞)〉 exp (−θ) ; θ = piF (0)
b˙z
(3.28)
Note that what matters for the LZ transition is the average quadratic fluctuation
of non-diagonal noise at any moment F (0) =
〈
η2x + η
2
y
〉
in contrast to a standard
characteristic of the white noise which would be ζ = Fˆ (0)/(2λ). Indeed, commonly
white noise correlator is introduced as 〈η(t)η(t′)〉 = γδ(t− t′). The only characteristic
of the noise in this approach is γ =
∫∞
−∞ 〈η(t)η(t′)〉 dt′. An interesting feature of
the asymptotic formula (3.28) is its independence on the noise correlation time τn.
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However, it should be kept in mind that this asymptotic is valid only at time t À
tacc =
(
b˙zτn
)−1
.
The term g±(−∞) exp
(
∓ ib˙zt2
2
∓ i
t∫
−∞
ηz(t
′)dt′
)
, omitted at substitution in the
first equation (3.20) and the ensemble averaging, vanishes if the z−component of the
noise is statistically independent from others. Now let us perform a similar procedure
solving first equation for gz and then substituting the solution into equations for g±.
In the same approximation equation for averages of these components of the Bloch
vector reads:
〈g˙±〉 = −1
2
Fˆ
(
b˙zt
)
〈g±〉 (3.29)
The first term in equation (3.22) after the averaging turns into zero at any finite t. In-
deed the Debye-Waller factor which appears in this case is exp
[
−1
2
〈(∞∫
t
ηz(t
′′)dt′′
)2〉]
=
0. The asymptotics of 〈g±〉 at t→ +∞ are:
〈g±(+∞)〉 = exp
(
−θ
2
)
〈g±(−∞)〉 ; θ = piF (0)
b˙z
(3.30)
Note that the symbols g±(±∞) denote the coefficients at exp
(
∓ ib˙zt2
2
)
. Thus, the
noise asymptotically tends to reduce the average components of the Bloch vector,
i.e. to establish equipopulation of the levels and to destroy the coherence. However,
during the time interval of the order of taccthe average Bloch vector can oscillate.
For the considered problem it is possible to find exactly the fluctuations of the
Bloch vector. Indeed, they are given by a standard formula:
〈
(δg)2
〉
=
〈
g2
〉
− 〈g〉2 (3.31)
Due to the symmetry of the problem g2 is a conserving value. Therefore, its average
coincides with itself and is determined by the initial conditions. The average value
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of the vector 〈g〉 was calculated above. Thus, we find an asymptotic value of the
fluctuations:
〈
(δg)2
〉∣∣∣
t=+∞ = g
2
z(−∞) (1− exp (−2θ)) +
[
g2x(−∞) + g2y(−∞)
]
(1− exp (−θ))
(3.32)
The values of average square fluctuation can be also written for any moment of time.
The fluctuations are strong, i.e. their magnitude is of the same order as the average
values of the Bloch vector components unless θ is very small. An important property
of the noise is that in fluctuations it mixes diagonal and non-diagonal elements of
the density matrix, i.e all three components of the Bloch vector. Correlations in the
noisy LZ theory were studied in more details in [102].
C. Fast noise at a multilevel crossing
We consider only the case of a Zeeman multiplet placed into a varying magnetic
field. It is described by equations (3.15). In this section we neglect the transitions
produced by the regular part of the magnetic field and take in account only the
transitions produced by the random field. This approach is correct outside the time
interval τLZ near the avoided crossing point t = 0.
Suppose that initially all components of the s-tensor except of gSs,m are zero.
Then the chain of equations (3.15) can be truncated leaving only equations for gs,m
itself and its nearest neighbors gs,m±1. Others become vanishing in the fast noise
limit. The truncated equations read:
g˙Ss,m = −imb˙ztgSs,m + i
(
λs,mη+g
S
s,m−1 + λs,−mη−g
S
s,m+1
)
;
g˙Ss,m−1 = −i (m− 1) b˙ztgSs,m−1 + iλs,mη−gSs,m
g˙Ss,m+1 = −i (m+ 1) b˙ztgSs,m+1 + iλs,−mη+gSs,m
(3.33)
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To deal with slow-varying average values the fast oscillating exponent should be elim-
inated. In order to do that we introduce the slow variable g˜Ss,m = g
S
s,m exp
(
ib˙zt2
2
)
.
After elimination of the values gSs,m±1 and averaging, we find a following equation for
gSs,m:
〈
g˙Ss,m
〉
= −1
2
[(
s(s+ 1)−m2
)
Fˆ (b˙zt) +mGˆ(b˙zt)
] 〈
gSs,m
〉
(3.34)
where Fˆ (Ω) is defined by equation (3.26) and Gˆ(Ω) is defined as a sine Fourier-
transform:
Gˆ(Ω) =
∞∫
−∞
〈ηx(τ)ηy(0)− ηy(τ)ηx(0)〉 sinΩt dt (3.35)
Thus, the time dependence of the average
〈
gSs,m
〉
is defined as:
〈
gSs,m(t)
〉
= exp
−12
t∫
−∞
[(
s(s+ 1)−m2
)
Fˆ (b˙zt
′) +mGˆ(b˙zt′)
]
dt′
〈gSs,m(−∞)〉
(3.36)
Its asymptotic value at t→ +∞ does not contain the sine Fourier-transform:
〈
gSs,m(+∞)
〉
= exp
[
−1
2
(
s(s+ 1)−m2
)
θ
] 〈
gSs,m(−∞)
〉
(3.37)
At s = 1,m = 1 this result coincides with (3.29).
Assuming the complete initial decoherence, only diagonal density matrix ele-
ments, and hence gs,0, can be nonzero. For their average we find following equations:
〈
gSs,0(+∞)
〉
= exp
[
−s (s+ 1)
2
θ
] 〈
gSs,0(−∞)
〉
(3.38)
Note that these relations do not contain S explicitly, the time evolution depends on
s only.
In the following tables we demonstrate the results of calculations according to
this algorithm for the values of S 1 and 3/2 (the results for S = 1/2 are given in the
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previous section by equation (3.55)).
j\j′ +1 0 −1
+1 1
3
+ 1
2
E1 +
1
6
E2
1
3
− 1
3
E2
1
3
− 1
2
E1 +
1
6
E2
0 1
3
+ 2
3
E2
−1
(3.39)
j\j′ 3/2 1/2 −1/2 −3/2
3/2 1
4
+ 9E1
20
+ E2
4
+ E3
20
1
4
+ 3E1
20
− E2
4
− 3E3
20
1
4
− 3E1
20
− E2
4
+ 3E3
20
1/2 1
4
+ E1
20
+ E2
20
+ 9E3
20
1
4
− E1
20
+ E2
20
− 9E3
20
−1/2
−3/2
(3.40)
Here we denoted Es = exp
(
− s(s+1)
2
θ
)
, i.e. E1 = e
−θ; E2 = e−3θ; E3 = e−6θ; E4 =
e−10θ. Unfilled sites in the table can be easily restored using the time reversal sym-
metry: Pj→j′ = Pj′→j = P−j→−j′ . In Fig.8 I provide results of the numerical test of
the theoretical predictions for a 3-level system (S = 1). Theoretical and numerical
predictions are in excellent agreement with each other.
The quadratic fluctuations of the values gSs,m for fixed S and s are calculated as
it was done in the previous section:
〈
δ
s∑
m=−s
∣∣∣gSs,m∣∣∣2
〉
=
s∑
m=−s
∣∣∣gSs,m∣∣∣2
∣∣∣∣∣
t=−∞
−
〈
gSs,m
〉2
(3.41)
In the case of complete initial decoherence employing equation (3.56), we find:
〈
δ
s∑
m=−s
∣∣∣gSs,m∣∣∣2
〉
t=+∞
=
[
gSs,0(−∞)
]2 [
1− E2s
(
P 0,0s
(
2e−2piγ
2 − 1
))2]
(3.42)
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D. Transition time for colored noise
Lets proceed to the solution of a more general problem retaining non-zero x−component
of the regular field bx. This solution is possible because of large time-scales difference
between processes of noise accumulation and conventional Landau-Zener transitions.
The typical time for establishing the asymptotic of the transition probabilities is
λ/βF (0). One can analyze the behavior of transitions driven by fast noise approxi-
mating it by the standard δ-like white noise in order to find typical transition rates
and times. If the action of the standard white noise is limited by some finite time
interval, it becomes physically equivalent to the fast noise with a finite amplitude.
Consider isotropic white noise 〈ηi(t)ηk(t′)〉 = γδikδ(t − t′). The application of
the averaging technique designed above leads to a considerably simpler effective mas-
ter equation of motion for averaged over noise Bloch tensors, for example, after an
additional unitary transformation, the Bloch vector components satisfy the following
equations [100]:
˙〈gi〉noise = −γ〈gi〉noise (3.43)
with a simple solution
〈gi(t)〉noise = 〈gi(t = t0)〉exp(−γt) (3.44)
The paradox is that at t→∞ the formula (3.44) always leads to the occupation
numbers p = 1/2 but as follows from the above sections this does not happen for the
fast but colored noise with a finite amplitude. The reason is that in the LZ model the
solution strongly oscillates with the frequency roughly ω(t) ∼ βt long before and after
the level crossing point. This introduces a new energy scale that must be compared
with λ. For time in the range |βt| < λ, the approximation of white noise is roughly
valid even for finite noise amplitude, but beyond this interval of time the oscillations
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Fig. 8. The final probability to find the spin-1 system in the state with Sz = −1, 0
or 1 when the initial state is Sz = 1 as function of the noise amplitude. The
Hamiltonian isH = tSz+ηxSz where 〈ηx(t1)η(t2)〉 = Je−λ|t1−t2|. Discrete points
correspond to results of numerical simulations with averaging over 200 different
noise realizations and λ = 125. Lines correspond to analytical predictions of
(3.39).
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Fig. 9. Typical evolution of the probability P (t) = |a1(t)|2, where a1(t) is the ampli-
tude of the first diabatic state. The choice of parameters is as follows, S = 1/2,
fij = δijJ
2e−λ|t−t
′|, β = 1, λ = 80, J2 = 0.18, g = 0.7.
of the LZ solution become faster than the correlation time of the noise, and the action
of the noise becomes suppressed by the oscillations.
In Fig.9 a typical evolution of the probability is shown for a two level system to
stay in the same state as a function of time. The evolution reminds diffusive motion
that slowly stops at large absolute values of time. The sharp change of the transition
probability near t = 0 is due to the action of the regular component of the transverse
field.
To estimate roughly the transition probability due to the noise action one can
apply the standard white noise approximation in the time interval |t| < Cλ/β and
accept that at |t| > Cλ/β no transitions due to the noise happen. The parameter
C is a constant of the order of unity. The result is ρ(∞) = exp(−2Cλγ/β)ρ(−∞).
According to the definition, γ ∼ F (0)/(2λ) in agreement with the calculations of
the previous sections. However the calculation of the coefficient C (and proof that
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it is independent on parameters of the Hamiltonian) is important especially since it
appears in the exponent. Summarizing, the transitions mediated by the fast noise
proceed during the large time interval of the order of λ/β. This is the reason why its
total effect remains finite, though it is very small on a typical time scale of the usual
LZ-transitions mediated by constant field (τ ∼ Γ/β) [89, 90].
E. Landau-Zener transitions in a constant transverse field and in the colored noise
The solution of a more general problem retaining non-zero x−component of the reg-
ular field bx becomes possible due to separation of times [58]: one can neglect the
effect of bx beyond the LZ time interval τLZ near the crossing point. On the other
hand, one can neglect the effect of the noise inside this and even much larger interval
of time, since its characteristic time is tacc À τLZ . Thus, the problem is separated
into 3 parts: in two intervals (−∞,−t0) and (t0,+∞) we can use the solution of our
auxiliary problem, i.e. to take in account only transitions caused by the noise; in the
interval (−t0, t0) the Landau-Zener solution is valid. One needs only to match them
properly. The time interval t0 must satisfy a strong inequality: τLZ ¿ t0 ¿ tacc. As
it has been shown before, the average components gz and g± evolve separately under
the action of the noise produced transitions. Therefore, at the moment of time −t0
these components are:
〈gz(−t0)〉 = exp(−θ/2)gz(−∞); 〈g±(−t0)〉 = exp(−θ/4)g±(−∞) (3.45)
The action of the LZ transition matrix (1.3) with the matrix elements (2.26) can be
transferred onto the vector g by using spin-1 matrix (2.27). For simplicity we write
the result for the component gz:
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〈gz(t0)〉 =
√
2ab∗ 〈g+(−t0)〉+ (2|a|2 − 1) 〈gz(−t0)〉+
√
2a∗b 〈g−(−t0)〉 (3.46)
〈g+(t0)〉 = a2 〈g+(−t0)〉 −
√
2ab 〈gz(−t0)〉 − b2 〈g−(−t0)〉 (3.47)
〈g−(t0)〉 = −b∗2 〈g+(−t0)〉 −
√
2a∗b∗ 〈gz(−t0)〉+ a∗2 〈g−(−t0)〉 (3.48)
where a and b are given by equations (2.26). The transition from +t0 to +∞ is
provided by the same diagonal transition matrix (3.45), which was already used for
the transition from −∞ to −t0:
〈gz(+∞)〉 = exp(−θ/2)gz(+t0); 〈g±(+∞)〉 = exp(−θ/4)g±(+t0) (3.49)
Collecting together equations (3.45-3.49), we find the final result:
〈gz(+∞)〉 =
√
2e−3θ/4 (ab∗g+(−∞) + a∗bg−(−∞)) + e−θ(2|a|2 − 1)gz(−∞) (3.50)
〈g+(+∞)〉 = e−θ/2
(
a2g+(−∞)− b2g−(−∞)
)
− e−3θ/4
√
2abgz(−∞) (3.51)
〈g−(+∞)〉 = e−θ/2
(
−b∗2g+(−∞) + a∗2g−(−∞)
)
− e−3θ/4
√
2a∗b∗gz(−∞) (3.52)
Let us analyze first the case of complete decoherence at t = −∞, i.e. g±(−∞) = 0.
Then equations (3.50-3.52) look much simpler:
〈gz(+∞)〉 = exp (−θ) (2|a|2 − 1)gz(−∞) (3.53)
〈g+(+∞)〉 = − exp (−3θ/4)
√
2abgz(−∞) (3.54)
The equation (3.53) shows that, in the absence of decoherence the population differ-
ence can only decrease after the transition. The noise only strengthens this tendency.
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However, the initial coherence if exists can increase the difference of population to
the value larger than initial. The equation (3.54) demonstrates an inverse process:
the coherence can appear after the transition even if it was absent in the initial state.
It is straightforward to derive the transition probability from equation (3.53):
P1→2 =
1
2
[
1− exp(−θ)(2|a|2 − 1)
]
=
1
2
(1 + exp(−θ))− exp(−θ − 2piγ2) (3.55)
This formula was first obtained in the work [58]. At zero noise intensity (θ = 0) this
result turns into the Landau-Zener transition probability. At very big noise (θ =∞)
the probability is equal to 1/2. The probability is the same for transitions 1→ 2 and
2 → 1. This symmetry does not look strange keeping in mind that we considered
the classical noise, which produces the induced transitions. It vanishes as soon as
quantum nature of the noise and spontaneous transitions are taken into account.
Similarly the arbitrary spin problem including both regular and random trans-
verse magnetic fields can be solved. One should employ the separation of their action
in time proved in the previous section. To avoid lengthy formulas consider only the
case of complete initial decoherence. Then the only non-zero components of the
Bloch tensors are gSs,0. Their evolution is described by three independent factors,
two of them originating from the noise and the central factor being the generalized
Landau-Zener-Hioe matrix element:
gSs,0(+∞) = exp
[
−s(s+ 1)
2
θ
]
P 0,0s (2e
−2piγ2 − 1)gSs,0(−∞) (3.56)
where P 0,0s (x) is the Jacobi polynomial. The average values of the Bloch tensors
components with m 6= 0 vanish as a result of averaging over the random phases in
the initial state. To find the transition probabilities Pj→j′ it is necessary to put all
the diagonal elements of the density matrix except of ρjj equal to zero in the initial
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Fig. 10. The probability to stay on the same diabatic state in a two level system at
constant coupling to the noise as function of the transverse magnetic field.
The choice of parameters is fij = δixδjxJ
2
xe
−λ|t−t′|, Jx = 0.28, λ = 125, β = 1.
state:
1
2S + 1
+
2S∑
s=1
gSs,0(−∞)
(
T Ss,0
)
k,k
= δjk, (3.57)
and find from these equations the initial values gSs,0(−∞). Then the transition prob-
abilities are:
Pj→j′ =
1
2S + 1
+
2S∑
s=1
gSs,0(+∞)
(
T Ss,0
)
j,j′
exp
(
−s(s+ 1)
2
θ
)
(3.58)
where gSs,0(+∞) are defined by equation (3.56).
The matching procedure, is asymptotically exact at inverse correlation time λ→
∞. To check how it works at large but finite λ the Landau-Zener transitions subject
to a fast noise were simulated numerically. The time interval of the evolution was
chosen to be much larger than λ/β. The results are summarized in Fig.10 that shows
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comparison of the numerically and analytically calculated probabilities to stay in
the same state after the level crossing vs. the constant transverse field g at a fixed
coupling to the noise Jx = 0.28. Each discrete point represents the averaging over
100 simulations with the same coupling constants. The solid line is the graph of the
theoretical formula (2.77). One can conclude that the equation (2.77) describes well
the transition probability for the LZ system subject to a fast noise.
F. Fast noise at a strong transverse regular field
The results of the previous subsection are rather general. They are valid for arbi-
trary strength of noise and arbitrary form of noise correlators. However two main
assumptions were set in derivation.
First, although noise was allowed to be anisotropic, the relative strengths of noise
in transverse and longitudinal directions were supposed to be of the same order of
magnitude. As a result, the diagonal component of random field was proved to be
not important since diagonal noise does not couple diabatic states directly. This may
not be true in some applications where nondiagonal noise is strongly suppressed for
some reasons in comparison to diagonal one.
Second, the time scales of noise accumulation and transitions due to regular
transverse field were supposed to be well separated. This may be no longer true in
the case of extremely strong regular transverse field. Without noise this case would
correspond to adiabatic limit with transition probability almost equal to unity. In
this section the solution in such an adiabatic limit will be shown and the following
section is devoted to the problem of strong diagonal noise.
Consider the situation of adiabatically changing levels, i.e. b˙z ¿ b2x, and the noise
is supposed to be sufficiently fast τn ¿ (b˙z)−1/2. We will not specify the relationship
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between bx and τn. In experiments with nanomagnets the inequality
√
b˙zτn ¿ 1
(fast noise condition) can be easily realized since the sweeping rate of the applied
magnetic field can be made arbitrarily small. However, the noise may be not fast
enough to compete with the regular part of the tunneling amplitude bx. The nuclear
bath correlation time is in the range of τn ∼ 1ms, whereas the measured values of
the tunneling amplitude for known nanomagnets range between 10−10 − 10−3K, or
equivalently 10 − 108Hz. In a part of this interval bxτn has a rather large value
so that time scale separation employed in the previous section does not take place.
Fortunately in such a limit of a strong regular part of the transverse field other
simplifications are possible. We consider in this section only 2-level systems. A
natural approach to this problem is the transfer to the adiabatic set of states, i.e.
to the eigenstates of the instantaneous regular part of the Hamiltonian (3.5). Lets
denote this time-dependent eigenvectors as a(t) =
 a1(t)
a2(t)
 and b(t) =
 −a2(t)
a1(t)
,
where a1(t) =
√
ε(t)+bx
2ε
; a2 (t) =
√
ε(t)−bx
2ε
and ε(t) =
√
b2z + b
2
x (bz = b˙zt). The unitary
matrix of transformation to the adiabatic set reads:
U(t) =
 a1(t) a2(t)
−a2(t) a1(t)
 = a1(t)I − ia2(t)σy (3.59)
where σα (α = x, y, z) are Pauli matrices. In the new basis the total Hamiltonian
acquires the following form:
H = ε(t)σz + UησU
−1 = ε(t)σz + η′σ (3.60)
The transformation of the random field components is:
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η′x = (a
2
1 − a22)ηx + 2a1a2ηz =
bz
ε
ηx +
bx
ε
ηz; η
′
y = ηy; η
′
z = −
bx
ε
ηx +
bz
ε
ηz (3.61)
In this form the Hamiltonian (3.60) essentially coincides with the Hamiltonian of the
auxiliary problem (zero regular transverse field) for the two-level system (see Section
B). The essential difference is first, that the effective regular external field is not
linear in time; instead it is equal to ε(t); second, the correlators of effective noise
η′ now depend not only on the time difference, but also on time itself due to the
time-dependent transformation (3.61):
〈η′x(t)η′x(t′)〉 =
1
ε(t)ε(t′)
[
b˙2ztt
′ 〈ηx(t)ηx(t′)〉+ b2x 〈ηz(t)ηz(t′)〉+ (3.62)
b˙zbxt 〈ηx(t)ηz(t′)〉+ b˙zbxt′ 〈ηz(t)ηx(t′)〉
]
(3.63)
Still the noise correlation time is small in comparison to the characteristic time of
variation for the adiabatic energy ε(t). Note also that since the adiabatic basis is
time-dependent, there are should be additional terms in evolution equations due to
nonadiabatic corrections. However we can disregard them if regular transverse field
is strong, i.e. in the case that we consider. Employing the same approximation as
in Section B, we arrive at a similar equation of motion for averaged Bloch vector
components in adiabatic basis in the case of complete initial decoherence:
〈g˙′z(t)〉 = −F ′(t) 〈g′z(t)〉 (3.64)
where
F ′(t) = fˆyy (ε(t)) +
1
ε2(t)
[
b˙2zt
2fˆxx (ε(t)) + b
2
xfˆzz (ε(t)) (3.65)
+ b˙zbxt
(
fˆxz (ε(t)) + fˆzx (ε(t))
)]
(3.66)
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In the last equation the hats symbolize Fourier-transforms of corresponding correla-
tors. As before, we can find the average value 〈gz(t)〉 at arbitrary moment of time.
Asymptotically at t→ +∞ we find:
〈g′z(+∞)〉 = exp
− ∞∫
−∞
b˙2zt
2fˆxx (ε(t)) + ε
2(t)fˆyy (ε(t)) + b
2
xfˆzz (ε(t))
ε2(t)
dt
 〈g′z(−∞)〉
(3.67)
The characteristic time after which the correlators in equation (3.67) become very
small and decay rapidly is determined by approximate equation ε(t)τn ≈ 1. If
τn ¿ b−1x , then this characteristic time coincides with the accumulation time tacc =(
b˙zτn
)−1
, terms proportional to bxare negligibly small and we return to the result
(3.50) with |a| = 1, or equivalently to (3.28). In the opposite case τn À b−1x the value
ε(t) exceeds τ−1n at any moment of time t. Therefore, all correlators are small and
the value of exponent in (3.67) is close to 1. It means that practically no transition
proceeds due to the noise between adiabatic states. Thus, equation (3.67) carries
most interesting information when τn ∼ b−1x .
Lets examine the formula (3.67) in two most typical cases namely of diagonal
and of isotropic noise. In what follows we will assume exponentially correlated noise
in two state system with the Hamiltonian.
Hˆ = βtσˆz + gσˆx +
∑
i=x,y,z
ηiσˆi, (〈ηi(t)ηj(t′〉 = fij(t− t′)) (3.68)
1) For isotropic noise fij(t− t′) = δijJ2e−λ|t−t′|
one finds:
〈g′z(+∞)〉noise = exp
(
−4piJ
2
β
λ√
λ2 + g2
)
(3.69)
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This formula is derived in the limit g À β1/2. In the limit also λÀ g it coincides
with predictions of the result (3.55) that is also valid in this limit. Thus the formula
(3.69) generalizes that result to the case of arbitrary magnitude of the parameter g.
2)Assume now the noise is only along the sweeping field (as it is often the case
in molecular magnets) i.e. fij(t − t′) = δizδjzJ2e−λ|t−t′|. Then F (|t1 − t2|) = g2J2g2+(βt)2
and
〈g′z(+∞)〉noise = exp
−2piJ2
β
(λ/g)
1 + (λ/g)2 +
√
1 + (λ/g)2
 (3.70)
In the limits λ À g and λ ¿ g we find g′z(+∞) = 1 that means the system
remains on the same adiabatic state. The same result would be in the absence of
noise. The transition probability becomes sensitive to diagonal noise only when λ ∼ g
or in the case of very strong noise J
2
β
À 1.
An interesting feature of the transition probability is that the z-component of
noise can produce transitions between adiabatic states. This happens because the
latter rotates with time. Note that z-component of noise is irrelevant if τn ¿ b−1x .
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G. Strong diagonal noise
The non-diagonal δ-like white noise leads to the equilibration of population between
all states. The effect of a white noise directed along the sweeping field is differ-
ent. Such a noise does not couple different states but its action leads to the loss of
coherence. As it was shown earlier, in the case of a 2-level system it results in a
Debye-Waller factor for ρ.
1. Arbitrary spin in a strong diagonal random field
Consider the case of a general spin S placed into a regular field h0 = zˆβt + xˆΓ and
the random field directed along z-axis. Its Hamiltonian reads:
Hˆtot = βtSˆz + ΓSˆx + η(t)Sˆz (3.71)
Assume < η(t)η(t′) >= 2γδ(t− t′).
The master equation for averaged density matrix elements can be derived in
similar way as the one for nondiagonal noise. One should expand the solution of
equation (3.71) in the power series over the noise amplitude and average each term.
The resulting series in powers of γ is a formal solution of a differential equation known
as a master equation. For the coupling to diagonal noise it has been known for long
time [49]. In case of the Hamiltonian (3.71) the master equation has the following
form:
∂ρˆ(t)
∂t
= −i[Hˆ(t), ρˆ(t)]− γ[Sˆz, [Sˆz, ρˆ(t)]] =
−i[βtSˆz + ΓSˆx, ρˆ(t)]− γ(Sˆ2z ρˆ(t) + ρˆ(t)Sˆ2z − 2SˆzρˆSˆz) (3.72)
It is convenient to introduce notations Γij = Γ < i|Sx|j >. The equations for diagonal
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and non-diagonal elements read:
ρ˙ii = −i(Γi,i−1(ρi−1,i − ρi,i−1) + Γi,i+1(ρi+1,i − ρi,i+1))
i = −S,−S + 1, . . . , S
(3.73)
ρ˙mn = −(iβt(m− n) + γ(n−m)2)ρmn−
−i(Γm,m−1ρm−1,n − ρm,n+1Γn+1,n + Γm,m+1ρm+1,n − ρm,n−1Γn−1,n), m 6= n
(3.74)
It is possible to find the asymptotically exact solution of equations (3.73), (3.74) in
the limit of strong noise γ À Γ, β. In this limiting case, non-diagonal elements of the
density matrix are ∼ Γ/γ times smaller than diagonal ones. Indeed, lets disregard the
dynamical term ρ˙ij in equations for the non-diagonal elements. Then equation (3.74)
at n = m±1 implies that the non-diagonal elements ρn,n±1 are suppressed comparing
with diagonal matrix elements by the factor ∼ Γ/γ. The matrix elements ρn,n±2 are
suppressed by the same factor with respect to ρn,n±1 etc. The characteristic time
interval following from equation (3.73) is ∆t ∼ |ρnn/(Γρn,n±1)| ∼ γ/Γ2. From this
estimate we find that the time derivative of the largest non-diagonal matrix element
|ρ˙i,i±1| ∼ (Γ2/γ)|ρi,i±1| ¿ γρi,i±1 can be neglected. Retaining only main diagonal and
two adjacent non-diagonals in the matrix equations (3.73),(3.74), the non-diagonal
elements in terms of diagonal read:
ρi+1,i = − iΓi+1,iiβt+γ (ρi,i − ρi+1,i+1),
ρi,i+1 =
iΓi,i+1
iβt−γ (ρi+1,i+1 − ρi,i),
ρi,j = 0, |i− j| > 1
(3.75)
The problem is reduced to determining of the 2S+1 diagonal elements. Lets introduce
a vector c with the coordinates ci = ρii. They are probabilities to find the spin in
a particular eigenstate of the operator Sz. Substitution of (3.75) into (3.73) gives a
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differential equation for the vector c(t)
c˙(t) = (
Γ2
iβt+ γ
− Γ
2
iβt− γ )Mˆc(t) (3.76)
were the constant matrix Mˆ has following matrix elements:
Mii = −(< i+ 1|Sˆx|i >2 + < i|Sˆx|i− 1 >2) = −12(S2 + S − i2)
Mi,i+1 =Mi+1,i =< i+ 1|Sˆx|i >2= 14(S + i+ 1)(S − i)
(3.77)
All other elements are zeros. Equation (3.76) can be easily integrated
c(t) = exp(
∫ t
t0
2γΓ2
(βt′)2 + γ2
dt′Mˆ)c(t0) (3.78)
To find transition probabilities one should take limits of integral in equation (3.78)
as t0 = −∞ and t = +∞:
c(+∞) = exp(2piΓ
2
β
Mˆ)c(−∞) (3.79)
This result demonstrates that, for a general spin S as well as for a spin 1/2, the
transition probabilities do not depend on the specific value of γ provided that γ is
large. Below the transition probabilities for some values of spin are explicitly written.
Denote E1 = e
−Γ2pi/β, E2 = e−3Γ
2pi/β and E3 = e
−6piΓ2/β. Then for S = 1/2 the
formula (3.79) reads
P1/2→1/2 = P−1/2→−1/2 = 12(1 + E1)
P1/2→−1/2 = P−1/2→1/2 = 12(1− E1)
(3.80)
For S = 1
P1→1 = P−1→−1 = 16(2 + E2 + 3E1)
P1→0 = P−1→0 = P0→1 = P0→−1 = 13(1− E2)
P1→−1 = P−1→1 = 16(2 + E2 − 3E1)
P0→0 = 13(1 + 2E2)
(3.81)
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The results (3.80) and (3.81) coincide with known solutions for two- and three-level
LZ models with strong decoherence [49]. The formula (3.80) for two levels was first
derived by Kayanuma [46] and in the literature is often called the Kayanuma formula.
A new result for a spin S = 3/2 that follows from (3.79) reads:
P3/2→3/2 = P−3/2→−3/2 = 14 +
1
20
E3 +
1
4
E2 +
9
20
E1
P3/2→1/2 = P−3/2→−1/2 = P1/2→3/2 = P−1/2→−3/2 = 14 − 320E3 − 14E2 + 320E1
P3/2→−1/2 = P−3/2→1/2 = P−1/2→3/2 = P1/2→−3/2 = 14 +
3
20
E3 − 14E2 − 320E1
P3/2→−3/2 = P−3/2→3/2 = 14 − 120E3 + 14E2 − 920E1
P1/2→1/2 = P−1/2→−1/2 = 14 +
9
20
E3 +
1
4
E2 +
1
20
E1
P1/2→−1/2 = P−1/2→1/2 = 14 − 920E3 + 14E2 − 120E1
(3.82)
In adiabatic limit Γ2/β >> 1 all states are equally populated after the evolution.
If measurements of a Landau-Zener transition probability are performed on a
small number of samples then the result will fluctuate since the amplitude now is a
random variable that depends on a noise realization. Using results for higher spins it
is possible to estimate the mean square deviation of the transition probability from its
average in a single two level system. For the same time dependence of external fields
the nonaveraged over noise transition probabilities for spin 1/2 and 1 are related by
P1→1 = P 21/2→1/2 [39]. Applying expressions from (3.80) and (3.81) gives:
< ∆P 21/2→1/2 >=< P
2
1/2→1/2 > − < P1/2→1/2 >2=
1
12
+
E2 − E1
6
− E
2
1
4
(3.83)
2. Electron motion driven by electric field
The muster equation in the strong decoherence limit can be easily studied in another
multistate Landau-Zener model namely in the model of electron transitions in a linear
chain of sites driven by an external field. The noise in such a system arises due to
thermal fluctuations chaotically changing the energy of the electron.
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Suppose that there are no correlations of noise at different sites and denote |n〉 a
state located at the n-th site of the chain. In terms of this set the electron Hamiltonian
with linear dependence of an external field on time reads:
Hˆ =
∑
n
(g | n〉〈n+ 1 | +c.c.) + nvt | n〉〈n | +ηn(t) | n〉〈n | (3.84)
where v and g are constants and it is assumed that the noise power is the same for all
sites i.e. < ηm(t)ηn(t
′) >= 2γδmnδ(t− t′). Here only the limit of strong noise γ >> g
will be considered. Then, as in previous example, the non-diagonal elements of the
density matrix ρi,j with |i − j| > 1 can be neglected. Equations for diagonal matrix
elements of the density matrix are:
ρ˙nn = −ig(ρn+1,n + ρn−1,n − ρn,n+1 − ρn,n−1) (3.85)
Equations for non-diagonal elements after the averaging over the random noise read:
ρ˙n+1,n = (−ivt− 2γ)ρn+1,n − ig(ρn,n − ρn+1,n+1)
ρ˙n−1,n = (ivt− 2γ)ρn−1,n − ig(ρn,n − ρn−1,n−1)
(3.86)
Neglecting again time derivatives in these equations, one can find:
ρn+1,n =
−ig
ivt+2γ
(ρn,n − ρn+1,n+1)
ρn−1,n =
ig
ivt−2γ (ρn,n − ρn−1,n−1)
(3.87)
Substituting (3.87) into the equations (3.85) for diagonal elements, one obtains the
evolution equations for diagonal matrix elements of the density matrix ρn,n:
ρ˙n,n = g
2
(
1
ivt− 2γ −
1
ivt+ 2γ
)
(2ρn,n − ρn+1,n − ρn−1,n) (3.88)
Without loss of generality one can assume that initially, at t = −∞, the particle
was located at the site number zero. It means that the initial conditions for the
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master equation are ρ0,0(t = −∞) = 1 and all other elements of the density matrix
are zeros at t = −∞. Then diagonal matrix elements ρn,n acquire the meaning of
transition probabilities from zeroth to the n-th site at a current time t. As in the
previous example we can find the solution for a chain of arbitrary number of sites in
the matrix form.
In the limit of infinite number of sites a compact solution can be found by
employing the Fourier-transformation ρn,n =
1
2pi
∫ 2pi
0 e
inφu(φ, t). The system of coupled
differential equations (3.88) is diagonalized by this transformation. Corresponding
differential equation of the first order for the function u(φ, t) is readily solved. Its
solution with the initial condition u(φ,−∞ = 1) is
u(φ, t) = exp
[
−2
(
pi
2
+ arctan
vt
2γ
)
(1− cosφ)
]
(3.89)
In the limit t→ +∞ it approaches its limiting value:
u(φ, t→ +∞) = e−4pig
2
v
(1−cosφ) (3.90)
After the inverse Fourier-transformation the diagonal elements of the density matrix
are given by
ρn,n(t→ +∞) = e−
4pig2
v In(
4pig2
v
) (3.91)
As we already said ρn,n is the transition probability from the site with the index 0 to
the cite with the index n .
It is interesting to compare results of this calculation which incorporates a strong
noise with the transition probabilities without noise. In the absence of the noise
(γ = 0) the transition probabilities are [41]:
P (coh)n = |Jn(
√
8pig)|2 (3.92)
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Fig. 11. Comparison of transition probabilities in coherent (without noise) and inco-
herent (with strong noise) LZ models on the chain.
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Fig.11 shows a typical behavior of the transition probabilities for both cases. The dif-
ference in the behavior is clearly pronounced. In the absence of the noise the transition
probabilities oscillate as functions of n and g (see [41] for details). These oscillations
arise due to the interference among the amplitudes of different Feynman paths lead-
ing from the initial to the final point. In the case of strong noise these oscillation
are suppressed by the noise imposed decoherence and the probability distribution is
a smooth bell-like curve. A simple parameter that is related to the effective diffusion
coefficient and can be measured experimentally is the average square displacement of
the particle during one sweep of the external field. For a chain with a strong noise it
is:
< n2 >=
+∞∑
n=−∞
n2e
−4pig2
v In(
4pig2
v
) =
4pig2
v
(3.93)
Despite a strong difference in the distribution functions, the average square displace-
ment (3.93) coincides with that for the coherent evolution without noise.
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CHAPTER IV
SPIN-BATH EFFECTS ON LANDAU-ZENER TRANSITIONS IN MOLECULAR
NANOMAGNETS
Magnetic molecules constitute ideal prototype systems for investigating experimen-
tally basic physical phenomena at nanoscale, such as tunneling of a large collective
electronic spin interacting with its environment [103, 104, 105, 7, 106]. A substantial
contributions to the theory of spin tunneling in these molecules was made by theorists
[59, 107, 108, 109, 110]. Understanding of these phenomena is crucial for fundamental
science as well as for possible applications. In particular, extensive analytical work
has been done in order to understand the effect of the nuclear spin bath decoherence
on the tunneling of a large spin [58, 59, 108], although some issues still exist [109].
Several predictions of this theory have been confirmed in experiments on magnetic
relaxation in the crystals of magnetic molecules [103] subjected to a constant external
magnetic field (“hole digging” regime). It has been demonstrated that by changing
the number of nuclear spins per molecule by using isotopic substitution, the relax-
ation rate can change considerably (up to two orders of magnitude). The similar, but
much weaker isotopic effect was observed in the experiments on the spin tunneling in
a linearly varying magnetic field passing the avoided level crossing, the Landau-Zener
transition.
For our purposes, the magnetic state of the molecule can be described as a large
single spin (S = 10 for both Mn12 and Fe8). Due to large easy-axis anisotropy, the
two lowest states Sz = ±S are nearly degenerate and separated from the others by a
large gap (14.4 K for Mn12, 5.5 K for Fe8). Due to tunneling which mixes the states
Sz = +S and Sz = −S, the two lowest states are split by a very small tunneling
amplitude ∆. At low temperatures, when the thermally activated population of
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higher states can be neglected, tunneling is the only mechanism for magnetization
relaxation. At low-temperature it is sufficient to project the full spin Hamiltonian of
the molecule onto the lowest two states and take into account the interaction of the
electronic spin with the bath of nuclear spins present in the molecule. The influence
of the spin-phonon interactions is not important at low temperatures. Moreover, the
dipolar interactions between the electronic spins of different molecules are noticeably
strong, and should be taken into account, at least as some external magnetic field,
which might change with time.
In [58, 59, 111], the above-mentioned approach was employed, resulting in the
following Hamiltonian for the effective two-state model for the electronic spin:
Hˆ = ∆τˆx + ξe(t)τˆz +
N∑
i=1
ωi||σˆ
i
z τˆz +
N∑
i=1
~ωi⊥~ˆσ
i
+
N∑
i<j=1
V αβij σˆ
i
ασˆ
j
β (4.1)
where the operators τˆx,y,z are the Pauli operators acting on the central two level
system, and σˆix,y,z are the Pauli operators acting on the i-th nuclear spin. The first
two terms describe, correspondingly, the tunneling of the central spin, and the Zeeman
energy of this spin in the external field ξe. The third term describes the bias produced
on the central spin by the nuclear spins due to the hyperfine interaction of the central
and nuclear spins. The parameters ωi|| are the strengths of hyperfine couplings to
corresponding nuclear spins. Index i enumerates nuclear spins and Greek indexes
enumerate the spin projections x, y, and z. N is the number of the nuclear spins
in a molecule, typically N ∼ 102. The fourth term describes interaction of nuclear
spins with external fields, e.g. dipolar fields in the sample. In the literature it is often
called the “orthogonality blocking” term. This term is responsible for the co-flips
of the nuclear spins and the central spin; such co-flips increase the orthogonality of
the initial and final states of the spin bath, thus decreasing the probability of the
central spin flip (i.e. blocking the central spin in its initial state) at a given resonance.
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Its second effect is the appearance of new tunneling resonances between states with
distinct states of the spin bath. The sum of the third and the fourth terms may be
viewed as the total field acting on the nuclear spin k, either ~ωk|| + ~ω
k
⊥ or −~ωk|| + ~ωk⊥
depending on the orientation of the central spin, and the ~ωk|| component describes
coupling between the two subsystems (the direction of ~ωk|| is chosen to be the zˆ-axis
for the nuclear spin k). According to [58, 59], the orthogonality blocking mechanism
is characterized by a parameter κ = (1/2)
∑
i(ω
i
⊥/ω
i
||)
2. For ωi⊥ ¿ ωi||, the value of
κ represents the typical number of nuclear spin co-flips occurring during a tunneling
event of the electronic spin of a nanomagnet. Up to now, most of the analytical
results belong to the situation when κ is not large. However, for consideration of
real magnetic molecules, such as Fe8, the case of ω
i
⊥ ∼ ωi|| is appropriate, since
nanomagnets have a wide distribution of the hyperfine coupling constants ωi||, and
the parameters ωi⊥ may not be considered as small in comparison with ω
i
|| [112]. The
last term, which is called the spin-diffusion term, describes the dipolar interaction of
the nuclear spins with each other. In real nanomagnets V αβij ∼ 10−7− 10−9 K, that is
much smaller than the hyperfine interaction ωi|| ∼ 10−4 K, but V αβij still can be larger
than the tunneling amplitude ∆. For example, ∆ ∼ 10−8 K in Fe8 molecules, and
∆ ∼ 10−10 K in Mn12. Moreover, dipolar interactions between the nuclear spins lead
to chaotic evolution of the bath and hence can strongly enhance the relaxation [58].
Because of the difference in the nuclear, and electronic magnetic moments, µN/µS ∼
10−4, we ignore the time dependent component of the external field acting on nuclear
spins because when µNB(t) ∼ ωk we have µSB(t) much larger than all the other
energy scales, and the electronic spin system is already frozen in the semiclassical
up or down state. In (4.1) the terms proportional to τˆx~ˆσ accounting for the tunnel-
ing amplitude dependence on the field generated by nuclear spins are not included.
Their effect is proportional to ωk/K, where K is the anisotropy field, and for the
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Fe8 molecule ωk/K is estimated to be below 1% while the isotope effect observed
in [103] is about 50%. [Similarly, the dependence of ∆ on transverse components of
Bdip results in a relatively narrow (about 10%) distribution of tunneling amplitudes,
which may be easily accounted for by averaging the final answers].
Dynamics of the electronic spin in magnetic molecules, as described by the Hamil-
tonian (4.1), has been analyzed in a number of works [58, 59, 111, 113] suggesting
the following qualitative picture. First, this dynamics is determined by the dipolar
interactions between the bath spins (spin diffusion term in Eq. 4.1), Since the value
of ∆ is small, the spin tunneling is allowed only if the two corresponding levels are
separated by energy of order of ∆ or even less if orthogonality blocking is strong.
The separation of these levels is determined by the bias field ξe and the effective field
produced by the nuclear spins. The latter field fluctuates due to the flips of the bath
spins and hence can make quantum levels pass through the resonances; therefore the
effective ”window” of external static fields that allow the relaxation becomes much
wider i. e. of the order of the amplitude of such hyperfine field fluctuations. Second,
the dynamics of the nuclear spins is determined by their coupling to the central spin.
The theory [113] predicts that for κ ∼ 1 the effective window of external biases re-
sulting to a fast relaxation grows approximately as ξ ∼ κξ0 and for κ ∼ O(N 1/2) or
higher it becomes of the same order [112] as the half width of the whole nuclear spin
multiplet E0, where E
2
0 ∼
∑N
i=1(ω
i
||)
2. The orthogonality blocking mechanism sup-
presses tunneling at a given resonance, however the possibility of nuclear spin co-flips
allows tunneling between resonances with different final states of the bath.
Measurements of the hysteresis loop at low temperature in molecular nanomag-
nets reveal the discrete steps of magnetization which were interpreted as the sequence
of LZ transitions between the central spin quantum levels [114]. After this finding,
the Landau-Zener theory was employed in the experimental technique that allows
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to measure tunneling parameters of the effective spin Hamiltonian for nanomagnets
[105]. In such measurements the Zeeman coupling of the central spin S with magnetic
moment µS was made linearly time dependent by coupling central spin to sweeping
magnetic field, i.e. ξe(t) = βt ≡ µSB(t). Any static component of the external field
then may be compensated by the proper selection of the time origin if the ampli-
tude of the sweep is large enough. In molecular magnets, electronic spins of different
molecules couple to each other by dipole forces which are equivalent to quasi-static
fields, Bdip, evolving along with the sample-shape dependent magnetization distribu-
tion [58]. This effect, and the collective relaxation in an ensemble of electronic spins
is important only in the limit of small sweeping rates not considered here. For small
amplitude sweeps (Bmax < Bdip) the result of the measurement necessarily involves
the fraction of molecules which have a chance to relax at the avoided crossing and may
not be analyzed using equations (4.2) and (4.3). In what follows it is assumed that
Bmax À Bdip. By measuring transition rates in external time-dependent magnetic
field, the tunneling splitting, ∆, can be deduced from the Landau-Zener formula
P = 1− e−pi∆2/β , (4.2)
where β is the sweeping rate of the external field, and P is the transition probability
per level crossing in a system described by the Hamiltonian HLZ = ξe(t) τˆz + ∆ τˆx
with the time-dependent external bias field ξe(t) = βt.
At very low temperature the dynamics of the magnetization in nanoparticles is
strongly influenced by nuclear spins, and predictions based on the spin bath theory
were recently verified experimentally [103, 7, 106]. In the limit of vanishingly small
∆, relevant for the Fe8 and Mn12 molecular magnets, the hyperfine, transfer hyperfine
and dipole interactions between the electronic and nuclear spins render the two-level
dynamics of the central spin incoherent. This result questions the limits of the validity
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of the LZ formula, and, correspondingly, under what conditions it can be employed
for measurements of the tunneling energy splitting in nanomagnets. On one hand,
for very fast sweeping rates the result
Pβ = pi∆2 (4.3)
is universally valid irrespective of the coupling to any environment with finite energy
spectrum. Indeed, if ωc is the largest energy scale characterizing the spectrum of the
system and environment (with or without coupling), then for β À ω2c we are in the
limit of the sudden perturbation theory which predicts that corrections to Eq. (4.3)
are small at least in the parameter ω2c/β. However, when coupling to the environ-
ment is strong, one may not exclude the possibility of having another plateau in Pβ
at intermediate sweeping rates corresponding, e.g. to the ”renormalized” tunneling
splitting.
Sinitsyn and Prokof’ev [61] analyzed analytically the LZ transitions in a system
describing a central spin coupled to the spin bath starting from the microscopic Hamil-
tonian (4.1); the numerical simulations of the problem were performed by Sinitsyn
and Dobrovitsky [62].
A. Effect of the spin diffusion
The spin bath Hamiltonian (last term in Eq. (4.1) includes interactions among nuclear
spins with a typical energy scale of order 10−8÷ 10−7K. This term gives dynamics to
the nuclear spins (spin diffusion) and makes the ”internal” bias field ξN =
∑
N σˆ
k
z~ωk
fluctuate in time. It is clear from Eq. (4.1), that fluctuating ξN helps incoherent
relaxation if ξe is static and out of resonance ξe >> ∆ by creating an effective res-
onance window of width ξ0 À ∆ determined by the root mean square parameter,
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ξ0 =
√
〈ξ2N(t)〉, where 〈. . .〉 stands for the averaging over random processes. Under
the assumption that all environmental states may be sampled in the course of nuclear
spin diffusion/relaxation we have ξ20 =
∑
k=1 ω
2
k depending on the isotope composition.
One can show that for static ξe the relaxation rate is given by [59]
τ−1(ξe) =
∆2
ξ0
f(ξe/ξ0) , (4.4)
where f(x) is a dimensionless function vanishing fast for large x. The nuclear spin
diffusion mechanism provides a natural explanation to the effect of the isotope sub-
stitution on the hole width in the hole digging experiments [103, 7].
As mentioned above, the results of measurements at very high sweeping rates
are universal: when the external bias is changing much faster than ξN(t) the internal
bias is simply absorbed to the time origin and we arrive at Eq. (4.3). However, when
∆2 ¿ β ¿ dξN/dt, one may not exclude another plateau in Pβ. In this limit, the
transition probability is small and one may consider only terms quadratic in ∆. Since
the dynamics of the central spin is incoherent, all one has to do is to integrate the
relaxation rate (4.4) over time (see also [60])
P ≈
∫ ∞
−∞
τ−1(βt) dt = piC∆2/β , (4.5)
where C = (1/pi)
∫∞
−∞ f(x)dx.
An amazing result is that C = 1 for arbitrary stationary (time invariant) noise.
In the path integral formulation of the ideal two-level dynamics the probability of
finding the central spin state flipped at time t is given by
P (t) =
∣∣∣∣∣
∞∑
n=0
(i∆)2n+1
∫ t
t0
. . .
∫ t
t2n
dt1. . .dt2n+1 e
−iΦ
∣∣∣∣∣
2
, (4.6)
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with the phase integral
Φ =
∫ t
t0
ξN(τ)η(τ)dτ (4.7)
η(τ) =

1 if τ ∈ (t2i, t2i+1)
−1 if τ ∈ (t2i−1, t2i) and τ ∈ (t2n, t)
. (4.8)
In the LZ problem the time origin is set at the level crossing point ξN(0) = 0, t0 →
−∞, and t→∞. Now, the transition probability in second order in ∆ is given by
P = ∆2〈
∣∣∣∣∫ ∞−∞ dtexp
{
−2i
∫ t
0
[βτ + ξN(τ)]dτ
}∣∣∣∣2〉
= ∆2
∫ ∫ ∞
−∞
dt1dt2 e
iβ(t22−t21) G(t2 − t1)
= ∆2
∫ ∞
−∞
dτ G(τ)
∫ ∞
−∞
dz ei2βzτ ≡ piG(0)∆
2
β
, (4.9)
where G is the noise correlation function
G(t2 − t1) = 〈exp
{
i
∫ t2
t1
ξN(τ) dτ
}
〉 , (4.10)
with an obvious property G(0) = 1.
The largest sweeping rate reported in [105] is about B˙ = β/µS ∼ 1 T/s. If one
take ξ0/µS ∼ 8 mT for the limiting value of the hole width reported in Ref. [7], and
the transverse nuclear spin relaxation time T2 ∼ 1 ms, then one will observe that
experiments where most likely (it is hard to make a definite statement in the absence
of data on the nuclear spin dynamics at low temperature) performed for β ¿ ξ0/T2.
In fact, the experimental plateau in Pβ starts at much slower sweeping rates of order
B˙ > 0.01 T/s. However, since the plateau value is not modified even in the fast noise
regime, it is still possible to use an ideal expression for the data analysis. The down
side is that spin diffusion alone may not explain the isotope effect.
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B. Effect of the orthogonality blocking mechanism
Even if one ignores the last term in the Hamiltonian (spin diffusion) but considers a
set of {~ωk⊥} with non-zero components in the directions orthogonal to zˆ, one still has
a complex coupled dynamic system. As mentioned already, any change in the state
of the central spin is then accompanied by the change in the direction of local field
acting on {~ˆσk}, which, in turn, forces nuclear spins to precess, or, speaking quantum
mechanically, to flip. In molecular magnets non-zero {ωk⊥} are mainly due to dipole
fields of other molecules, and typically Ωk ¿ ωk. We simplify the model further
by considering identical and large hyperfine couplings ωk|| = ω0 À ∆, then states of
2N nuclear spins may be classified in terms of polarization groups M =
∑
k σ
k
z ∈
(−N,−N + 1, . . . , N), i.e.
Hˆ = (βt+Mω0) τˆz +∆ τˆx +
∑
k
σˆkxΩ
k
⊥ . (4.11)
We will concentrate on the dynamics of this model for sweeping rates β ¿ ω20;
otherwise the ideal answer (4.3) holds true. The advantage of the model (4.11) is that
it allows an explicit analytic solution at each level crossing [58, 59] even when the
spin bath polarization changes from M to M ′. The spectrum of model (4.11) consists
of (2N + 1) levels for each direction of the central spin, and the time dependence of
energy levels is shown schematically in Fig.12. LZ transitions in this diagram happen
at points t ≈ −(ω0/2β)(M +M ′), and correspond to resonances where S can either
flip, i.e. switch to a level of the other band, or to stay on the same level. The
corresponding dynamics is known as a motion on the ”Landau-Zener grid”.
For ω20 À β we may isolate level crossings between states corresponding to the
spin bath polarizations M and M ′. Two approximations are involved in consider-
ing level crossings independently from each other. First, for multiple transitions at
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time
energy
Fig. 12. Two intersecting energy bands representing different spin bath polarization
groups.
different level crossings the time limits in integrals are restricted by the value of
ω0/β À 1/ω0. Nevertheless, since the phase integral (4.8) remains large in this case,
we may safely omit the above mentioned restrictions. Second, we ignore interference
effects between level crossings. The dynamic coupling to the spin bath in the Hamil-
tonian (4.11) is characterized by κ ≈ ∑k(Ωk/ω0)2/2 which may be interpreted as the
average number of nuclear spins flipped when the central spin makes a transition [59].
If κ = 0, the matrix element to change the polarization state is zero and there is only
one LZ transition atM ′ =M . If κÀ 1, many environmental spins are flipped in each
transition, and, excluding improbable cases when exactly the same nuclear spins are
flipped again, the successive transitions do not interfere. Note, that all transitions
with M ′ 6= M necessarily involve flipping at least |M ′ − M | environmental spins.
Large phase integrals also work in favor of the second approximation.
For non-zero κ the path integral expression for PM ′M has exactly the same form
as Eq. (4.6), but now with ∆ being replaced with [59]
∆2 → ∆2M ′−M(y) = ∆2 J2M ′−M(2
√
yκ) , (4.12)
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where y is an integration variable such that the final answer has the form of a weighted
integral over dy:
PM ′M =
∫ ∞
0
dy e−y P (0)(∆M ′−M(y))
=
∫ ∞
0
dy e−y
(
1− e−pi∆2M′−M (y)/β
)
. (4.13)
Here Jn(x) is the Bessel function of order n. In the regime ∆
2/β ¿ 1 all transition
probabilities are small, and we may ignore multiple tunneling transitions. Then, the
probability for the central spin to flip after all levels cross is given by the sum
P =
∑
M ′
PM ′M =
pi∆2
β
∫ ∞
0
dy e−y
∑
n
J2n(2
√
yκ) =
pi∆2
β
, (4.14)
which reproduces the ideal answer irrespective of the value of κ, though for κ À 1
most of the transitions contributing to (4.14) involve many nuclear spins flipped along
with S. The origin of this result is in the unitary nature of matrix elements for the
spin bath transitions [59].
Within the generic Hamiltonian (4.1), we may consider a model combining spin
diffusion noise mechanism with the polarization group structure of the energy spec-
trum. Imagine that hyperfine frequencies have a distribution of values with a spread
δω0 ¿ ω0 around the mean value ω0, so that the notion of the polarization groupM is
still well defined, but the bias energy produced by this group has a noise component,
ξN(M, t) = Mω0 + δξN(t), originating from flip-flip transitions in the spin bath. In
the ∆2/β ¿ 1 limit the solution of such a model is straightforward—at each level
crossing tunneling is mediated by ∆2M ′−M and the phase integral by δξN(t). The final
result, obviously, reduces to Eq. (4.3) since the summation over n and the integration
over time commute. The origin of the isotope effect in experiments [105] remains a
puzzle because none of the spin bath mechanisms explains it.
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We now switch to the study of the flipping probability at arbitrary ∆2/β. At
slow sweeping rate we must take into account multiple transitions between the bands
of energy levels corresponding to different polarizations of the bath. For definiteness
and simplicity, we consider the first band going ”up” with the the lowest level having
index n = 1 where n = M + N + 1 = 1, 2, . . . 2N + 1 enumerates energy levels with
different polarizations of the spin bath for the band going ”up”; for the second band
the highest level has index m = 1. LZ grids were considered previously in [4] with
application for the Stark effect, but the evolution of the system on the grid rather
than the total transition probability between two bands was investigated. As we show
below, the latter calculation can be considerably simplified.
Since we are interested in the total probability of transfer to another band, the
problem is more naturally formulated in terms of probabilities to remain on the same
(first) band starting from the situation when the nearest crossing in time is between
the levels n and m (we denote them An,m), and the complimentary probabilities Bmn
to end up on the first band when starting on the levelm of the second band and having
level n for the nearest crossing. Then following recursion relations immediately derive
from these definitions:
An,m = pn,mAn,m−1 + qn,mBn−1,m
Bn,m = p¯n,mBn−1,m + q¯n,mAn,m−1 (4.15)
where qn,m = 1 − pn,m, q¯n,m = 1 − p¯n,m, and p and p¯ are the probabilities to stay
on the same level for the first and second bands. Recursion relations (4.15) together
with conditions B0,m = 0, An,0 = 1 and transition probabilities (4.13) provide a tool
for a simple numerical solution of the problem.
For the spin bath temperature much higher than hyperfine couplings the proba-
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bilities p and p¯ coincide. Furthermore, for the model (4.11) the coefficients qn,m can be
taken from the formula (4.13). In our numerical calculations the bath was supposed
to be unpolarized in the initial state, n = N + 1, i.e. the number of nuclear spins
along and opposite to the central spin were equal, and the nearest crossing index was
m = 2N + 1. In Fig.13 we show the probabilities to keep the same direction of S
for different values of κ obtained by numerically solving equation (4.15) for N = 150.
Larger values of N or non-zero but small initial polarization of the spin bath do not
change the results. At small values of ∆2/β, i.e. for large sweeping rates, the transi-
tion probabilities converge to the ideal LZ formula. For ∆2/β > 0.5 the effect of the
spin bath is noticeable even for rather small values of κ > 0.1. The results saturate
for κ > 1, and curves with κ = 1 and κ = 15 are hardly distinguishable from each
other.
Though all transitions are incoherent, the probability for S to flip can be larger
than 1/2 even in the strong coupling regime κ >> 1. This is because initially the
system was in the middle of the fist band. There is a finite probability to tunnel to
any level of another band but transitions to levels of the same band having higher
energies than the initial one are forbidden. Hence there are more states to tunnel
to another band. This result is distinct from predictions of other approaches to
incoherent Landau-Zener theory. For example, in the limit of strong decoherence due
to the coupling to strong diagonal noise the transition probability approaches 1/2 at
large ∆ [50].
At large values of κ and β ∼ ∆2 we enter an interesting regime when transition
probabilities at one resonance are small but the number of resonances with non-
vanishing transition probabilities is large. For small qn,m and large number of states
on the grid we can switch to continuous variables n → y, m → x and introduce the
transition probability density α(x, y). If the occupied level y passes a region of a small
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Fig. 13. The probability for the central spin to flip in the model of incoherent Lan-
dau-Zener transitions as a function of ∆2/β. The solid line represents the
”ideal” curve P = 1− e−pi∆2/β.
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Fig. 14. The probability to stay on the same band in the continuous limit as a function
of the band thickness. The energy scale is normalized to 1/α.
thickness dx of the second band, the probability to flip S is given by α(x, y)dx. Let
A(x, y) is the probability to end up on the same (first) band if the system is initially
on the first band at point (x, y). Respectively, B(x, y) is the probability to endup on
the first band when being initially on the second band at point (x, y). Finally, the
probability to stay on the same level during the whole process is e−
∫ x
0
α(x,y)dx. It is
convenient to introduce functions f(x, y) =
∫ x
0 α(t, y)dt, g(x, y) =
∫ y
0 α(x, t)dt. Then
the integral equation for transition probabilities between the two bands reads:
A(x, y) = e−f(x,y) +
x∫
0
e−(f(x,y)−f(u,y))α(u, y)B(u, y)du
B(x, y) =
y∫
0
e−(g(x,y)−g(x,v))α(x, v)A(x, v)dv
(4.16)
this equation is equipped with boundary conditions A(0, y) = 1, B(x, 0) = 0.
To have a deeper insight into final answers, we consider an explicit solution for a
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simplified model that is described by equation (4.16) with constant α(x, y) = α. The
solution can be written in a closed form:
P (x, y) = e−αx(1 + α
√
x
∫ y
0
e−αt
I1(2α
√
xt)√
t
dt) , (4.17)
where I1(x) is the modified Bessel function. We visualize it in Fig.14. The plot
demonstrates that if the number of states to cross in the second band is larger than
in the first band, i.e. y < x, the probability to stay on the same band can be made
arbitrarily small by varying the sweeping rate that controls the value of αx.
C. Comparison with numerical simulations
Quantum dynamics of a central spin interacting with the spin bath is very complex.
To make it analytically tractable, many works replace the spin bath by a randomly
varying magnetic field acting on the collective electronic spin of a magnetic molecule.
However, its use may lead to considerable errors [115]. To avoid any kind of noise
approximations we directly simulated dynamics of both the central spin and all the
spins of the bath by solving the time-dependent Schro¨dinger equation for the whole
system [116, 117, 118]. Using this approach, we addressed validity of the noise ap-
proximation, and showed that in many cases it is not valid.
We have used two methods suitable for studying many-spin systems, one em-
ploying the Chebyshev polynomial expansion [116, 117], and the other based on the
Suzuki-Trotter formula [118]. We chose the following hierarchy of parameters which
qualitatively reproduces the realistic magnetic molecules. The dipolar interactions
between the nuclear spins were assumed to be uniformly distributed in the interval
0 < V αβij < 0.5. The smallest energy parameter is the tunneling amplitude; it was set
∆ = 0.25. The strength of the hyperfine interactions is much stronger, ωi|| À ∆, V αβij ,
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so we took ωi|| uniformly randomly distributed over the interval from 0 to 20, i.e. the
average value of this parameter is 10. The orthogonality blocking parameters ωi⊥ are
chosen comparable with the hyperfine couplings ωi||, to represent the case when the
parameter κ is not small (as in realistic magnetic molecules), and where analytical
treatment is complicated. Simulations were performed for N = 12 and sometimes for
N = 16 nuclear spins 1/2 interacting with the central electronic spin represented as a
pseudo-spin 1/2 system. In the simulations we assume that the vector ~ω⊥ is directed
along the x axis. It can also have nonzero y and z projections, but our simulations
show that this does not lead to qualitative changes.
During the field sweep, the system initially being in the state | ↓〉 has a finite
probability to occur in the state | ↑〉. For an isolated two-level system, this probability
is the Landau-Zener probability but for a system interacting with its environment, the
transition probability can deviate from this result. In previous subsection, to make
the problem of spin bath dynamics analytically tractable, we invoked a number of
approximations (all ωi|| were assumed equal, the noise and the orthogonality blocking
mechanism were considered separately). Hence it is important to investigate the
Landau-Zener transition probability without such approximations.
If the influence of the system’s environment can be represented as a strong and
fast diagonal noise, the standard LZ prediction (4.2) is no longer valid; it has been
shown by Kayanuma [46] that in that case the transition probability is
PK =
1− exp (−2pi∆2/β)
2
(4.18)
This formula is valid for example, when the two level system at a Landau-Zener
intersection is coupled to phonon bath at high temperature [50]. However, according
to [61], for a system strongly coupled to a nuclear spin bath, equation (4.18) does not
necessarily describe the LZ transitions even in the presence of strong decoherence.
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Fig. 15. Magnetization of the central spin after a linear sweep of magnetic field for
different strengths of orthogonality blocking mechanism and in the absence of
the nuclear spin diffusion. The initial magnetization is normalized to −1.
Rather a description in terms of incoherent transitions on the LZ grid [4] can be more
relevant. In Fig.15 we present the results of our simulations for different values of the
orthogonality blocking parameter κ. The transition probability P is directly related
to the final magnetization of the central spin M = 〈τz〉 after the sweep, M = 2P − 1.
The results in Fig.15 are in good agreement with the conclusions of [61], even though
our simulations do not assume equal strengths of the hyperfine couplings. At fast
sweeping rates (∆2/β ¿ 1), the standard LZ prediction is correct, but at slower
sweeps the final magnetization deviates toward the prediction of Eq. 4.18.
The simulations show, the final magnetization can be positive for κ > 1, which
means that the transition probability is larger than 1/2.
As it is explained in previous subsection, this result can be interpreted in terms
of the multiple level crossings. In the course of the LZ process, due to interaction
with the spin bath, the two central spin levels are split into two crossing bands,
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where every energy level of the band represents some state of the nuclear spin bath.
The system starts in some state of the band going up in energy. During the field
sweep, it is forbidden for the system to make the transitions to those states of the
same band which have energies larger than the energy of the initial diabatic state.
However, there is no such restriction for the transitions to states of another band.
Therefore, statistically, there are more possibilities for the system to change the band
after passing through all intersections of the levels in the bands.
If properly rescaled, the results in Fig.15 would be in a very good agreement
with analytical predictions in Fig.14. Therefore we conclude that the description of
the coupling to the spin bath at level intersection in terms of incoherent transitions
on a Landau-Zener greed very well catches the related physics.
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CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
1. The time-dependent behavior of nanoscale systems usually cannot be treated
in approximations of weak perturbations. The Landau-Zener theory is one of
the most powerful tools in nonstationary quantum mechanics that allows inves-
tigation analytically of strongly driven systems with explicit time-dependence
of the parameters. However conventional Landau-Zener theory was designed to
deal with a small number of quantum states. In nanoscale systems the number
of degrees of freedom that must be considered is not macroscopic, but it usually
cannot be considered as small. Also, in reality the coupling of such systems to
degrees of freedom of the environment cannot be disregarded. This forced us
to search for useful generalizations of the Landau-Zener theory.
2. One of the possibilities is to generalize the two-state Landau-Zener formula
to the case of multistate evolution. However the solution of the multistate
Landau-Zener model is unknown except for a few exactly solvable classes, some
of which are too artificial to have realistic physical interpretations. During
our study we found new classes of exactly solvable multistate Landau-Zener
models, all of which have possible realistic applications. The first such solvable
class has the interpretation of the transitions of electrons in a linear chain of
sites, driven by an external homogeneous time-dependent electric field. It was
solved by employing symmetry of the Hamultonian under translation which
allowed reduction of the infinite chain of equations for amplitudes to a first
order partial differential equations. The second achievement is the conjecture
of the absence of counterintuitive transitions in any model with the Hamiltonian
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(2.1). Besides demonstrating numerical tests that confirmed it, we showed that
this conjecture, together with the Brundobler-Elser hypothesis, can be proved
by analytical continuation of the evolution into complex times. The absence
of counterintuitive transitions is important to explain the peculiarities of the
Landau-Zener transitions in a two level system coupled to the spin bath or the
oscillator bath at low temperature. The third finding is the symmetry relating
many solvable multistate models that allows generation of new exactly solvable
Landau-Zener models from already known ones by considering the evolution
of operators rather than of amplitudes and then projecting it onto the Hilbert
space.
We demonstrated possible applications of the generalizations of the Landau-
Zener evolution to the multiparticle sector. One of the solvable fermionic mod-
els describes the charge transfer through the energy level of a quantum dot. The
bosonic models can be employed in the physics of Bose condensates. For ex-
ample, we considered a time dependent problem of coherent dissociation of the
molecular condensate into distinct modes near the Feshbach resonance working
beyond the mean field approximation. Our approach allowed investigation of
this process nonperturbatively.
Despite the fact that the multistate Landau-Zener problem remains generally
unsolved, one can make general conclusions on the basis of the recent results.
On the one hand some elements of the scattering matrix are known in any
multistate model. This justifies speculations about existence of the complete
solution of the problem. Such a solution, if found, would be one of the most
important results in nonstationary quantum mechanics. On the other hand,
all exact solutions found have much in common, namely that they can be gen-
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erated by the simple empirical rule according to which one should apply the
two state Landau-Zener formula at every pair of level intersections. Hence it is
possible that instead of the complete solution there is a special class of solvable
models whose transition probabilities can be found by successive application of
the two-level formula. Then there might be a symmetry in the background of
all such solvable models which allows reduction of their solution to a genuine
Landau-Zener result. Understanding of this symmetry may also have interesting
consequences in mathematical physics. In any case more mathematical study
is needed and interesting results are anticipated.
3. In order to model the coupling of the Landau-Zener system with the environ-
ment we added an additional parameter to the Landau-Zener Hamiltonian that
describes interaction of the central two level system with classical stationary
noise. In quantum optics and atomic physics the traditional approach to a
system coupled to external degrees of freedom is to write an effective master
equation with phenomenological parameters that are responsible for decoher-
ence or spontaneous transitions. Such a simple approach in most cases fails
to predict correctly the Landau-Zener transition probabilities because the dis-
tance between diabatic states linearly increases with time and the effect of noise
depends on this energy distance. In other words, one cannot assume that the
phenomenological parameters in the master equation are time-independent. We
designed the averaging technique that allowed us to find the true master equa-
tion and its simple analytical solutions for the most general case and for all
possible nontrivial limits. Also, we designed a theoretical technique, based on
the Bloch tensor formalism which led to the generalization of our results to
the Landau-Zener transitions of arbitrary spin in regular and noisy fields. The
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validity of our results are confirmed by numerical simulations.
4. In molecular nanomagnets the tiny tunneling amplitude can be derived from
the measurements of the Landau-Zener transition probability in the sweeping
magnetic field. Even at low temperatures molecular nanomagnets are relatively
strongly coupled to the nuclear spins which results in quick decoherence and
other effects related to nuclear spin assisted tunneling. Measurements demon-
strated the isotope effect, namely dependence of the transition probability on
the average number of nuclear spins in the molecules. However, the isotope
effect is not so strong as to destroy such coherent phenomena as oscillation of
the tunneling amplitude as function of external transverse magnetic field. To
find the explanation of the experimental results, we considered the Hamiltonian
of a central two level system coupled to the bath of nuclear spins. Interaction
of nuclear spins with each other results in fluctuations of the effective hyperfine
field acting on the central system. This effect can be described as a stationary
noise acting on the two-level system. Another effect is due to the possibility
of the nuclear spin co-flips due to strong interaction of nuclear spins with the
central system. According to results of our analytical and numerical study none
of the decoherence mechanisms can explain the isotopic effect observed at fast
sweeping rates of the external field, i.e. the Landau-Zener formula is robust at
fast sweeps, even when coupling to the spin bath is relatively strong. This fun-
damental contradiction between the theory and the experiment demonstrates
that the dynamics of the central spin coupled to a spin bath is still poorly
understood. At slower sweeping rates we predict strong deviations from the
Landau-Zener formula. The transition probability depends on which decoher-
ence mechanism dominates. If the effect of spin bath dynamics is equivalent
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to a strong stationary noise the transition probability cannot be larger than
1/2. However, in most studied magnetic molecules the central spin is strongly
coupled to the bath so that the bath dynamics is slaved to the dynamics of the
molecular spin. The strong decoherence then is due to the nuclear spin flips
allowed during the tunneling in the central system. We proposed that such
a tunneling can be adequately described by the incoherent the Landau-Zener
transitions on the greed of intersecting levels, where each level corresponds to a
distinct state of the spin bath and belongs to one of the two bands that appear
due to splitting of two energy levels of the central system. The numerical sim-
ulations confirmed the analytical predictions of this model. The main feature
of domination of the orthogonality blocking mechanism is the possibility of a
transition probability larger than 1/2 even in the limit of strong decoherence
and slow sweeping rate of the external field.
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